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This report describes the Fortran-IV computer code THEDRA for thermal de-
sign reliability analysis of a reactor core. THEDRA allows the designer to
get a complete reliability assessment of the core design against overtem-
peratures, since it evaluates:
the expected number of hot spots in a core
the expected number of pins in which hot spots occur
the expected number of subassemblies containing hot pins
and the probability of no hot spot occurring in a core.
By means of this analysis it is possible to evaluate the pin failure expec-
tation, if the distribution of pin failures vs operating temperature is
known.
Zusammenfassurl$
Dieser Bericht beschreibt das Rechenprogramm THEDRA für die Zuverlässigkeits-
analyse der thermischen Auslegung eines Reaktorkerns.
Durch THEDR4 ist es möglich, eine komplette Zuverlässigkeitsermittlung der
thermischen Auslegung gegenuoer Übertemperaturen zu bekommen, denn das Pro-
gramm berechnet:
die zu erwartende Anzahl von Heißstellen in einem Core
die zu erwartende Anzahl von Brennstäben, welche von Heißstellen be-
troffen werden
die zu erwartende Anzahl von Brennelementen, welche von "Heißstäben"
betroffen werden
und die Wahrscheinlichkeit, daß keine Heißstelle in einem Core auftritt.
Nach dieser Analyse ist es möglich die Schadenserwartung zu berechnen, für
den Fall, daß die Korrelation zwischen dem Versagen eines Brennstabes und
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The SH~SPA code 1.-1_7 evaluated the probabHity of' no clad (fuel) spot -
with a preassigned geometrical size - exceeding a certaincritical tempe-
rature. Moreover it offered the designer the possibility to obtain an ap-
proximate evaluation or the probabilitythat a certain number of' subassemb-
lies are affected by hot spots.
At the Fast Reactor Fuel Conference in Karlsruhe, a newmethod 1.-2_7 was
presented for the calculation of the probability that the n~T.ber ef hot
channels in a core is smaller than a preassigned one. This method was
based on the same assumptions about the effects of local and global uncer-
tainties as these performed by the author in Ref. (.-1, 3_7. But a more com-
plicated procedure was used in the computer code, which needs a Monte Carlo
Routine. The hot spot probabilitywas not yet included iQ the code.
Moreover, as already stated {n Ref. (.-4_7, knowledge of the expected number
of hot spots does not give a complete reliability assessment: it is necessa-
ry, in fact, to know how the hot spots are distributed among the different
pins and subassemblies.
The THEDRA code answers this problem. It evaluates:
a) the expected number of hot spots in a core
b) the expected number of channels (or pins) in which hot spots occur
c) the expected number of subassemblies in which hot channels occur
d) the probability of no hot spot occurring in a core.
The quantities a) and b) are evaluated without approximation for anormal
distribution of the uncertainties.
An approximation (better than that in Ref. 1) was used for calculation of
the quantities c) and d).
THEDRA offers the designer the possibility to get a completereliab1lity
assessment of overtemperature occurrences.
It 1s possible to design the core for a preassigned or accepted risk. If
the correlation between operating temperature and clad (fuel) failure is
fu~own, the thermal design could be optimized for a minimum global cost,
including the expected failures. However, THEDRA as SH~SPA can be used to
obtain a global hot spot factor at a preassigned confidence level, (proba-
bility that no hot spot in a core is hot).
Zum Druck gegeben am 10.12.1971
2Another advantage of THEDRA compared with S~SPA is that the nominal tempe-
rature distribution is read froma data set (NTDS = nominal temperature data
set) which contains the temperature fields of coolant, clad and fuel in a
sUbassembly. Therefore no approximation is now required in order to take into
account the nominal temperature and power distribution.
Moreover, if desired, THEDRA provides the factors by which the coolant flow-
rates in each subassembly should be multiplied in order to obtain a maximum
in the out.let. cool~nt temp,erature ('-5_7. The code Ls des Lgned in such a way
as to be easily integrable in a program system for core thermal design,


















Fig. 1 Scheme for a thermal design program system
3I. Theoretical Analysis
1.1 Premise
The theoretical bases were already given in the reports i-1_7 and i-3_7.
These reports are assumed as a necessary background for understanding the
following analysis and code description. Only some new items will be dis-
cussed extensively in this paper.
I.2 Rxpected nu.-nber of failed pins
Ta simplify the problem, let us assume that the principal failure cause
is the creep process in the clad material, provoked by overtemperatures
during the operation time of a pin. Moreover, we assume that pins operating
at a temperature ~< {fnu cannot faH whereas pins operating at
~3 ~c ...it faH with certainty. (This restrietion will be r-emoved at
item V.2). Let us consider a flat power reactor core constituted of Ns sub-
assemblies, each one containing Nr pins.
Let r(~)dff be the probability that the maximum clad temperature falls
within .;r and ~t- d~
If the uncertainties act on the individual pins in an independent way we
expect on the average that the number of failed pins is
r
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where p( ~ cri t) =:: probability that ~ ~ :Jc r it '
We now want to demonstrate that the same expression (1) holds true, even if
the temperature uncertainties do not act on the individual pins in an inde-
pendent way.
Let us assume for simplicity that the clad temperature is given by {T= x+y,
where, for instance, x is the coolant temperature and y the clad-coolant
temperature drop.
Let fex) and g(y)
If both fex) and
be the frequency distributions of x and y, respectively.
g(y) act on the pins within a subassembly in an indepen-
dent ways we
(2)
and the probabili ty P (~ )o 'l) eri t
exeeeds ir
er i t is given by:
4
pins in a core
If f(x) aets on all pins in a subassembly in the same way we get from
Ref. (.-3_7:
(4)
and, by Eqs. (3) and (4), we get
Butthe expected number of failed pins is the same in both eases. In faet,
too
n; = fNs t'(x )
-00
N (;(:)dYdx = N N p( ~ "t) = np 'p )~ s perl p
,'t".,-x
"'''f'''lr
Eq. (5) was derived considering that we expect to find an average ofNsf(x)dx
subassemblies at a coolant temperature within x and x-sdx and at the
same time Npi+~(Y)dY pins with a temperature drop exeeeding ~rit- x ,
sothat: ß",.;t-x
f1 = X+Y .. ~crit·
This result definitively explains the behaviour, investigated in papers
(.-1, 4_7, of the probability distribution that a certain number of elements
will fail. Furthermore it definitively explains the different influences of
Ioeal and global uncertainties.
Consider for instanee a core constituted of 100 equal pins and a normally
distributed uncertainty with standard deviation 6"' in the elad temperature.
If we assume a distance of 2.4 ö from the critieal temperature, there is
a probability of 1 % that Verit is exceeded in a pin.
If the uncertainty (!{ acts on the individual pins in an independent way, we
expeet to find 1 failed pin in every core, a~d ~herefore 100 failed pins in
a population of 100 cores. Whereas, if the uncertainty G" acts on all pins
in the same way, we expect to find 99 eores without failures and only one
eare wlth all 100 plns falled.
5the number of failures is expeeted to be the same in both eases, but the
failures are distributed in a ver~ different way within the reaetor eore
population.
It is possible now to prediet in a simple manner the expeeted number of hot
spots in a eore, the number of pins affeeted by hot spots ete., sinee it is
not neeessary to take into aeeount all the eorrelations, as will be shown
in the following.
1.3 Caleulation procedure in THEDRA
1.3.1 Hot spot expectatiön
In order to ealculate the expected number of hot spots, it is not necessary
now to take into aceount the correlation of the uncertainties aecording to
their global or local actiön.
Therefore, if we ealeulate the total standard deviation ~(r,z) as for un-
correlated uncertainties for a spot at coordinates rand z (radius and
height) in a eore, we obtain
) b"z (6)
where ~s = expeeted number- or hot spots in the eore
n(ri, z) /), r _ Lz number of spots at coordinates r i'z j
(
~ t t ..~(r,z)) = probability that a spot at nominal tempe-p cr~
~(r,z) rature ~ and standard deviation 6" ex-
eeeds i7eri t '
In THEDRA ~s is ealeulated as föllöws:
The eore is subdivided into a number of subzones, eaeh one eontaining identi-
cal subassemblies, i. e., subassemblies for whieh nominal temperatures,
statistieal and systematie deviations, eritieal temperatures and geometry
are identieal. Then the length of a ehannel 1s subdivided into an arbitrary
number of segments aeeording to the definition of the spot lenght (see Ref.
~-1_7). For eaeh spot, P [( ~eriC B- )/~] is eval.uated , First, the sum in
Eq. (6) is pe'rf'ormed over the length of the channeL. Then the same pr-ocedure
is applied to all ehannels in a subassembly and the sum is extended overall
qhannels of the subassembly. By extending the sum over all the subassemblies
in the eore, nhs is evaluated. Intermediate quantities are printed by the
program in order to identify the most eritieal ehannels and subassemblies.
As seen above, no approximation is perforrned in the ealeulation of nhs '
6neglecting the approximation introduced by the assumption of anormal
distribution for the total uncertainty ~.
I.3.2 Hot channel expectation
To calculate the number of channels.containing at least one hot spot the
following procedure has been adopted: all global uncertainties, which act
in the same way on all spots of a channel, are added statistically. (I. e.
core, zone, subassemblyand channel uncertainties i-1_7).
This standard deviation is indicated as G(t ) in the program (H0TSPT). The
local uncertainty on the clad (fuel) - coolant temperature drop is indica-
ted as SX(i). The probability that at least one spot in a channel ishot
is given by (see Eq. 4):
ft oo 2- xEXPCH = _1_ e '2'f2rr
_co
Whe.re Nap is the number
( 1 -IJ[ 1 - P ( ~crit-x G(i)_ß-i)]Nap)dx (7)
1 SX(i)
of spots at a given axial abscissa i , i. e.,
the number of pins surrounding the channel considered.
As for the hot spot expectation, EXPCH is summed over all channels in a
subassembly and then over all subassemblies.
Therefore, the expected number of hot channels (i. e. channels with at
least one hot spot) in the core is evaluated without approximation.
I.3.3 Hot subassembly expectati~
In order to calculate the expected number of failed subassemblies (i. e.,
subassemblies containing at least one hot channel), it was necessary to
introduce some approximation in the calculations. This approximation is of
the same kind as in the SH0SPA code. Anequivalent number cf hot spots 1s
evaluated as in Ref. 1 i-item II.4.4_7, but now in such a way that the
equ1valent channel distribution (m~~, cr6~) gives the same EXPCH
as the correct val.ue in Eq. (7).
Then, the same procedure as under item I.3.2 is applied, starting from a
global uncertainty (including core, zone and subassembly uncertainties)
and the equivalent channel distribution calculated as above.
Then an equivalent number of channels and the equ1valent subassembly dis-
tribution (m: q , cr~4 ) are evaluated as for the spots /see above and
Ref. 1 (item II.527.
I.3.4 Hot core expectation
With a procedure similar to that adopted in SH~SPA i-1_7, an equivalent
7zone distribution is evaluated, and at least an equation similar to Eq. 7,
evaluates the probability thatat least one hot spot oeeurs in aeore.
I.3.5 Hot pins expectation iri a subassembly






= eepected number of hot spots in the ehannel i
= probability of the ehannel i beeing hot
= probability of the subassembly eonsidered being hot
= number of plns surrounding the channel i
= probability that the pin J is hot if the subassembly con-
tains at least on~ hot spot
E.'1CHCL(i )
EXPSCL is the number of times that the
channel i is hot, if the sub-







Bi - NPIN(i) ENCHCL(i) is the number of times that the fraction
(1/6 in Fig. 2) of the pin j eontains hot
spots if ENCHCL(i) has at least one hot spot.
Naturally, if Bi:> 1, this means that more than one hot spot ooeurs in
the same pin fraction. For our purposes i t Ls not impcrta..."lt whether 1 or
more hot spots oceur. There:fore, if Bi > 1 the program sets Bi = 1.
This means that we have the certainty that the pin fraction j has hot
spots, if the channel is hot.
Then P1STAB(j) = E Bi x ENCHCL(i) . Also in this ease, if PISTAB(J)
j EXPSCL
is larger than 1, the program sets PISTAB = 1.
The average number of hot spots per pin is obtained as the ratio of the
total nwüber cf hot spots to the total number of hot pins in a subassembly.
8I.4 Correlation between coolant flow-rate and clad-coolant heat transfer
This correlation was not considered in SH.0SPA, but it is very important
for agas cooled reactor. Therefore, every time a deviation in the coolant
flow-rate due to statistical or systematic causes i5 found in the calcula-
tions in THEDRA, the program multiplies the clad-coolant temperature drop
by a factor Fhcl defined as folIows:
Fhc 1 = A B - B x C (A-1 ) AB (8 )
Where Band C must be assigned as inputs to the program (EXP, CONST in
block 5, see input card description).
A is the ratio nominal to the deviated flow-rate.
Eq. (8) was obta1ned as folIows:
Kl + K2 mB
BKl + K2 m1
Kl + K2 mB
Kl + K2 mB/AB
AB Kl + K2 mBB B ' (9)
Kl A + K2 m
Where Kl = 0 for gas coolant, and m, mare the nominal and the
deviated mass flow-rate, respectlvely.
Since A is not very different from 1, we get:
AB ~ 1 + B(A-l)
and by Eqs (9) and (10) we get:
= AB Kl + K2 mB
Kl + K2 mB + Kl B(A-l)
(10)
Where C = Kl/(Kl+K2 rii B) can be calculated as an average value in the
core for a sodium cooled reactor, and 1s equal 0 for gas.
911. THEDRA Program description
11.1 General reguirements and specifications
THEDRA is a Fortran-IV code based upon the analytical method presented.
It receives the nominal temperature distribution from a data set (NTDS)
generated by THESYS ~-6_7, a code for subchannel thermal analysis. It can
be guite weIl integrated in a program system for core thermal design as
indicated in Fig. 1.
It 1s applicable to any reactor core constituted of hexagonal bundled fuel
rods with single phase coolant.
The code takes into account both systematic and statistical deviations
from nominal.
In order to apply the code, a reactor core must be divided into a number
(NZ) of zones constituted of subassemblies for wh1ch the nominal tempera-
tures are identical.
NZ cannot be larger than 30. But each zone can be subdivided into 5 sub-
zones, in orderto take into account different uncertainties or a burn-up
configuration different from that for which the nominal temperatures were
calculated. In this way, a total of 150 subzones constituted of identical
subassemblies can be taken into account.
Other lim1tations of the code are in the nominal temperature axial distri-
bution, in the number of channels per subassembly and in the number of spots
considered: in the NTDS data set the number ofaxial points for which the
temperatures are given cannot be larger than 30, and the number of 'sub-
channels per subassembly cannof be larger than 546; the length of a spot in
the input cards cannot be assumed so small that the number ofaxial spots
is larger than 300.
(These limitations were introduced in order not to exceed a 300 K memor~
capacity. They can easily be removed by acting on the DIMENSION statements).
Hot spot size 1s assumed to be the surface defined on the fuel or on the
clad by a 60 0 are (triangular channel arrangement) over a certain length
(to be assigned in the input cards). Therefore, the 11specific standard
deviation" /-1 7 for the local uncertainties must be calculated according
to this definition.
It is possible (see input card description) to choose for the fuel elther
the inner or the outer surface, andfor the clad the inner, mid or outer
surface as a basis of the hot spot analysis.
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In every subzone the following quantities ean vary: (see input eard des-
eription)
elad (fuel) eritieal temperature andits standard deviation
systematie factors
statistieal uneertainties.
The statistical uncertainties must be assigned as standard deviations fu~d
as relative (to nominal) valueof their effeets on the temperature drop
considered.
(For instanee, it is neeessary to caleulate the relative standard deviation
in the nominal coolant temperature rise, provoked by an uneertainty in the
pin pitch: such ealculations were not ineluded in THEDRA, in order not to
speeialize the eode for a particular eoolant or core design).
II.2 Code strueture
The strueture of the code is respresented in Fig. 3.
THEDRA = Main program. It receives the input data on eritieal temperatures,
systematic and statistieal deviations from the subroutine LEGGI.
Then it reads the nominal temperature data set. The nominal tem-
peratures are modified by the subroutine FAC'l)?5 in "r eferenee tem-
peratures tl , i. e., temperatures which already take into aeeount
the systematie faetors.
The referenee temperatures are interpolated by the subroutine
INTERP, to get the temperatures in all the spots eonsidered. Then
the main program eontrols the exeeution of the probability ealeu-
lations to get the expeeted number of hot spots and hot ehannels
(subroutine H0TSPT) and the expeeted number of hot subassemblies
(H0TSA) •
At last the whole aetive zone (i. e. exeluding the radial blanket)
is analyzed by the subroutine H0TCR. If required, this analysis is
repeated for the radial blanket.
The subroutine F~PT delivers informations about the distribution
of the eoolant flow-rate whieh allows the maximum eoolant tempera-
ture at core outlet at a fixed confidenee level. A flow-chart of
the main program is given in Fig. 8.
LEGGI = Subroutine. It controls the reading of the input cards, analyzes
and elaborates the input data.
11
TRIHEX (ri , 12, 13, IR, IU) ;: Subt-out.Lne . It evaluates the normalized
Hex-coordinates IR and IUfrom the given redundant tricoordinates
11, 12, 13. +) (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 3 Code Structure
+) - -
For the purposes of this subroutine, see Ref. /7 7. The author wishes to
thank Dr. E. G. Schlechtendahl forhis agreement-to the publicationof the
TRIHEX subroutine list in this report.
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PONI (A, B, C, D, F, G, E, N) == Subroutine, it assign the value E(i)
(with i within 1andN) tothevarlables A, B. C, D, F, G, res-
pectively.
UNCERT:;::: Subroutine for reading an uncertainty card block (see input
cards description). Moreover, it evaluates the total standard
deviation of the uncertainties acting on the same temperature
drop.
CRTSF Subroutine for reading critical temperatures and systematic fac-
tors, if these are not a constant through the eore.
Moreover, it verifies that these quantities have been assigned
to all the subzones into which the core was divided, and that
no different values have been assigned to the same subzone.
Fig. 4
Channel and pin identifieation
cording to. the convention in
Fig. 4.
Subroutine for taking into ac-
eount systematie deviations
from nominal. It evaluates the
"r eference temperatures" from
the nominal temperatures modi-
fied by the systematic factors
eonsidered.
cf the corresponding pins, ac-
GE0M :;::: Subroutine for identification of the pins surrounding the ehannel
eonsidered in the statistical
analysis. The subscripts of the
channels are read from NTDS
GEOM evaluates the subscripts
FAC'I'0 :;:::
INTERP:;::: Subroutine for interpolation. The referenee temperatures are
assigned for a number ofaxial points which is generally smaller
than the number of spots considered. By means of a quadratie
interpolation, INTER? furnishes the referenee temperatures in all
spots. Moreover, it evaluates ~~e maxim~ü axial clad (fuel) tem-
perature and the abseissa at whieh it oceurs.
SIGMA:;::: Function for evaluationofthe·· standard deviation e C) of
coolant, clad and fuel temperature. Inputs are the reference
temperatures and the relative standard deviations.
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HCLNT = Function for the correlation between coolant flow~rate and clad-
coolant temperature drop (see item 1.4).
~ = Subroutine for evaluation of mean and standard deviation of the
normal distribution approximating the distribution of the maximum
value out of N sampies drawn from the normal distribution (0,1)
(see Ref. 1 item 11.5).
H0TSPT = Subroutine (a flow chart is given in Fig. 9).
It analyzes a coo.l Ing rchanne.L and 15 cal.Led by tne main program
3 times for each channel: for clad, fuel and coolant analysis, res-
pectively.
It provides:
S = total standard deviation of the maximum temperature in the
channel
SSPOT = standard deviation of the "local ll uncertainty
SCH = standard deviation of the "channe.L" uncertainty
EXPNUM = expected number ofhot spots in the channel
EXPCH = probability that a channel has at least one hot spot
XNSPOT = equivalent number of hot spot in L~e ch&~~el
XMCHEQ, SCHEQ = mean and standard deviation of the equivalent
channel distribution.
Hg}TSA Subroutine. It analyzes a subassembly and delivers:
SIGS, SIGZ, sroe: s tandard deviation of the maximum temperature in
the subassembly (REF) for "subassembly. zone and
core" uncertainties. respectively.
EXPSUB: probability that the subassembly has at least one hot spot
EQCH: equivalent number of channels in the subassembly
TM, SEQCH = mean and standard deviation of the equivalent subassem-
bly distribution.
The structure of the subroutine H0TSA is very similar to that of
H0TSPT. Therefore, a flow-chart will not be given below. (The first
segment of H0TSA arranges the channels by decreasing hot spot pro-
bability).
H0TCR = Subroutine. It analyzes the whole active core or the radial blanket.
(A segment ofH0TCR is used by F~PT for its calculations).
It provides the final outputs of the code:
a) -Probability of at least one hot spot in the core.
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- Expected number of cores containing hot spots, out of a
population of 100 cores.
- Average number of subassembly in the core containing hot
channels.
- Average number of hot channels per subassembly.
- Average number of hot spots per channel.
If all the channels were calculated individually in NTDS, HOTeR
would provide the average number of hot pins per subassembly
and the average number of hot spots per pin.
b) If required by the main program, H0TeR yields an approximate
assessment of the maximum temperature in the core as a function
of the confidence level. (In this calculation, the standard
deviations of the eritical temperatures are not taken into
account) .
c) If required by the main program, it supplies the factor by
which the temperature drop (max. tempo - coolant inlet temp.)
must be deereased (or could be decreased) in such a way that
the design satisfies the condition imposed by a preassigned
confidence level.
F~PT = SUbroutine. (A flow-chart is given in Fig. 10).
It operates on the basis of the analysis in Ref. ~-5_7 and supplies
the factors by which the coolant flow-rate should be divided in
order to get a maximum in the average coolant temperature at core
outlet.
11.3 Input caros






5. Heat transfer clad-coolant
6. Core uncertainties
7. Other uncertainties
Block 1 - Program control
This block contains the three following cards:
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The first card - Format (20A4) - is an identification card, containing a
free comment (KOMM), which will be printed by the program as output head-
line.
The second card- Format (1315) contains in the order:
NZ = number cf zones into which the core has been divided for the nomi-
nal thermal calculations ( 1 ~ NZ :s 30)
IB = sUbcript of the first radial blanket zone.
IB ~ 0 if no blanket is considered
t{BU = number of input card blocks for the statistical uncertainties
NB? = number of input card blocks for the systematic factors
NBT = number of input card blocks for the critical temperatures
ICB = if equal to 1 the hot channel is considered at axial blanket outlet,
otherwise at active zone outlet





11 11 on the clad inner surface
= l~ hot spot on the fuel outer surfaceIFL hot spot on the surface of fuel inner channel
VI""U
= if :> 0, the expected maximum coolant temperature vs confidence level.l\,v,u.
must be calculated
KCL, KFL = the same as KCH, for clad and fuel respectively.
Moreover the flow-rate distribution will be optimized only if KCL = 2
NWRlTE controls the printing. It must be equal to 1, if the printing of all
the nominal temperatures is desired
MX controls the printing. If NWRITE is equal to 1, the reference tempe-
ratures are printed for the first ~x channels.
The third card - Format (4F10.7) - contains in the order:
PRCH, PRCL, PRFL = preassigned confidence level for coolant, clad and fuel
respectively. It must be assigned as ratio of deviation to standard
deviation. For instance if a 2 u confidence level is assumed for the
clad, PRCL must be equal to 2.
If they are ~ 0, a hot spot factor for a successive iteration will
not be calculated.
PRMIN = controls the printing. Intermediate quantities in the calculations
of the overtemperature probabilities are printed only for the channels
in which the total hot element expectation is greater than PRMIN.
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Block 2 - Zone description
This block contains NZ eards (FORMAT 15). In eaeh eard the following inte-
ger quantities must be assigned in the order:
IZ = zone sUbseript. the zones must be
ordered according to inereasing IZ.
11. 12. 13 = subseripts of the sub-
assembly representative for the
zone in the thermal caleulation
(see TRIHEX and Fig. 5).
ISZ = number of subzones in the zone
IZ (1 := ISZ :: 5).
NSASUZ(IZ,J) = with J indieating a
subzone (J within 1 and ISZ)
number of subassemblies in the







Block 3 - Critieal temperatures
If NBT = I, this block eontains only one card (FORMAT (8F10.4».
The following quantities must be assigned in the order:
XLF = length assumed for fuel hot spot (ern)
XLCL length assumed for elad hot spot (ern)
TC = critieal eoolant temperature (0 C)
STC = standard deviation of TC (0 C)
CRTF = critieal fuel temperature (0 C)
CRSTF = standard deviation of CRTF (0 C)
CRTCL = eritieal clad temperature (0 C)
CRSTCL = standard deviation of CRTCL (0 C)
If NBT > 1. this block contains:
A card (FORMAT 4F10.4) for the variables XLF, XLCL. 1\;. S1\; defined as
above.
And. repeated NBT times. the following eards:
A) FO~AT (1615) eontaining:
N = number of subzones for whieh the critical temperatures in the card
B) hold true.
(NAl(J). NA2(J), J=l,N) zone and subzone subscripts
B) FORMAT (4FIO.4) containing CRTF, CRSTF. CRTCL and CRSTCL
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Block 4 - Systematic factors




factor due to systematic deviations in the coolant flow-rate
systematic factor for uncertainty in the heat transfer clad-
coolant (the deviations provoked by SFC are calculated by the
program itself, and therefore must not be given in SFA)
SFG for the heat transfer in the fuel-clad gap
SFF = for the inner fuel temperature drop
SFP = for the power.
To explaln the significance of these factors, it is necessary to note that
the nominal coolant temperature rise will be multiplied by SFC, the tempe-
rature drop clad-coolant by SFA, the temperature drop fuel-clad by SFG,
the inner fuel temperature drop by SFF and the total temperature drop
i-inner fuel (clad) - inlet coolant_/ will be multiplied by SFP.
If NBF > 1, this block contains - repeated NBF times - cards of type A) in
block 3, followed by a card of type cl, defined as above.
Block 5 - Heat transfer clad-coolant
It contains only a card - FORMAT (2FI0.4)
defined at item I.4.
- witb the qu~~tities CONST
Block 6 - Core uncertainties
This block contains:
n) A card FORMAT (9I5) with the following variables
K = identification of the type of uncertainty
K = 1 for core uncertainty
N = total number of (core) uncertainties, and therefore of following
cards (rNl(I)=N)
Nl(I) = number of uncertainties acting on the quantity I, with I within
1 and 7, according to the following scheme:
1 only on flow-rate (coolant temperature rise)
2 only on clad-coolant temperature drop
3 only on clad thickness temperature drop
4 only on fuel-clad temperature drop
5 only on inner fuel temperature drop
6 on the total fuel (clad) - inlet coolant ternperature drop, for
instance power rneasurement, flux calculation etc ...
7 on fixed ternperature such as inlet coolant ternperature.
All uncertainties rnust be assigned as standard deviations. The uncertainties
7.1 zone uncertainties, identical to block-6, now K = 2
7.2 subassembly uncertainties 11 11 11 K = 3
7·3 channel uncertainties " "
11 K = 4
7.4 local uncertainties identical to block-6, now K = 5,
but uncertainties of type 7 (fixed temperature) are
not considered by THEDRA. (The standard deviations
18
o
with I = 7 must be expressed as C, the others as relative value of their
effects on the corresponding temperature drop. For instance, if there is
6 0/0 uncertainty in ~~e power measurement at a 3~confidence level, the
value to be assigned into the program is 0.02.
E) N cards, each one containing one uncertainty - FORMAT (2I5, 10X, 10A4,
10X, FIO.4), according as follows
K as in the card D)
I identification of the type ofuncertainty according to the scheme
given above
KOMM free comment for identification of the uncertainty
SDZ standard deviation defined as above;
Block 7 - Other uncertainties
If NEU!l the subblocks must be preceded by cards of type A) in Block 3
and repeated NEU times, according to the following scheme:





must be defined as specific standard deviation, i. e.
referred to a spot of length 1 cm).
II.4 Nominal temperature data set
NTDS is an unformatted data set containing the nominal temperature fields
(0 C) in the coolant, clad and fuel of the NZ subassemblies representative
for the zones considered.
It has the following structure:
Block 1: DSN, DA'.IVM, ZEIT, KOMM, NBE, THlQ
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Block 2: it must be repeated NBE times
Subblock 2.1 11, 12, 13, NZBE, NST, NGES, KK, KUBE,
KCE, KCA, KaBA, GGES, ETP2Q, TH2Q, P2,
(Z(J) ,J=l ,KK)
Subblock 2.2 it must be repeated NGES times




Alphatext for data set identification
11 11 11 data
11 11 11 } of generation of NTDStime
"









The other quantities have standard length (4 Bytes) and are integer or
real according to the standard name convention.
NBE = number of subassemblies calculated (NBE=NZ)
THlQ = nominal coolant temperature at core inlet
11, 12, 13 = subassembly subscripts (see Fig. 5)
NZBE number of subassemblies identical to the subassembly considered
(rr , 12, 13)
NST = total number of pins in the subassembly
NGES = number of channels in the subassembly, for which thethermal
calculations were performed (NGES '" 546)
KK = number ofaxial points in a channel, for which the temperatures
are given (KK "" 30)
(see Fig. 6)
GGES = total coolant flow-rate in the
subassembly (gr/sec)





= subscript of axial blanket inlet
=
11 11 active zone inlet
= "
11 11 11 outlet
=


















= nominal coolant temperature at subassembly outlet
= pressure drop (it does not enter into the calculations)
= axial abscissa (em)
= subseripts for identification of the channel (see Fig. 4)
= by means of ASTAB the number of channels identieal to the
(JK~IK) one will be ealculated.
ASTAB is the sum of the pin fractions surrounding the caleulated
eooling ehannels.
For instwlce: (see Fig. 7)
if all ehannels were calculated
individually:
ASTAB = 1/6 for A
ASTAB = 1/2 for an inner
(F) or boundary (D) channel
if A is assumed to be identieal to
B and the two channels A and Bare












If the 5 ch~nü~els indicatad as C in Fig. 7 have teen assumed to
be identieal and are not given separately~ then ASTAB = 5/2.
eoolant temperature at the point J in the channel (JK~IK)
outer clad temperatu:t'e 11 " "
11
mid clad " " " "
11
inner clad " " " " "
outer fuel temperature 11 " " "




An error cheek is performed on the input data. If the ehecked variables are
not assigned correctly an errormessage appears and the program execution
is stopped. The error is identified by a number aceording to the following
list: (IC = input cards)
ERROR 1 NZ > 30 or NZ < 1
2 IB > NZ
3 at least one variables out of NBU~ NBF~ NBT is :":0
4 block 2 (IC) the zones are not ordered according to increasing IZ
5 ISZ < 1 or ISZ > 1 (IC)
6 NBT greater than the total number of stibzones (IC)
7 NBF 11 "
11







blocks 3, 4 and 7 in XC (NAl, NA2) the zone subscript is <: 1
or /" NZ
If
" " subzone subscript is < 1 or
greater than the subzone
number
" " " the subzone was already de-
fined
11








one or more systematic factors are ~ 0 (IC)
K in at least one Uncertainty card is not defined correctly
(blocks 6, 7 IC)
LNl(I) ~ N (blocks 6, 7 IC)
I 1s not defined correctly (blocks 6, 7 rc)
NZ in IC is different from NBE in NTDS
the zone defined by the subassembly (11, 12, 13) in NTDS was
not f'ound
19 the total number of subassemblies in the core calculated from
IC is different from that calculated f'rom N'I'DS
20 in NTDS the total number of subchannels is wrong (i. e. or
ASTAB or NGES or NST are wrong)
21 XLCL 1s so small, that the number ofaxial clad spots is greater
rCL -c: 1 or ICL > 3 or IFL "" 1









or XLF ~ 0
(NTDS)
(IC)




The following warning messages about the precision of the calculations may
appear:
"Precision not obtained": this means that in the integrations (included in
the subroutine IWTSPT, H0TSA or fWTcR) the precision required in the
code is not abtained. t-ThiS message did not appear in all study-cases
calculated_l
"EXPCH. GT .EXPNUM .AND .EQ" (FWTSPT)
From a theoretical standpoint, EXPNUM should always be -? EXPCH.
Due to the approximation in the calculations, it is possible in some cases
22
that this does not hold true inthe p~ogram. Then the code sets EXPNUM =
EXPCH and sends a warning message in order to allow an assessment of the
approximation performed.
The same holds true for H~TSA: "EXPSUB.GT.EXPCH.AND.EQ".
- 23 -























THERMAL DESIGN RElIABILITV ANAlVSIS
ENHSCL,ENHSF ClAOCFUEl) HOT SPOT EXPECTATION IN A CHANNEl
ENCHC HOT CHANNElEXPECTATION
ENCHCl,ENCHFL EXPECTATIONOF CHANN.WITHClAD (FUEl) HOT SPOTS
PlSTAB,PZSTAB HOT PHi EXPECf. 1 FOR CLAD,2FORfUEl
EHSPCl,EHSPFl HOT SPOT EXPECTATION IN A SUBASS.
EHCHC,EHCHCl,EHCHFl HOT CHANNEL .. EXPECTATION IN A SUBASS.
EXPSC,EXPSCL,EXP$fl HOT SUBASS. EXPEeTATION
ElSTAB,EZSTAB HOT PIN EXPEeTATION IN A SUBASS.
EXPECCl,J) HOT ELEMENT EXPECTATION INTHE ACTIVE lONE
EXPECCZ ,J) HOT ELEMENT EXPEeT. IN THE .RAOIAlBlANKET




IRTel S( 30,5) ,RTFlS{ 30 ,5 J, S IGSC (30,5) ,S rcsci, (30,5 J, TH{ 30' ,TWA (30 h
ZTWM(30) ,rW!C30},TBRAC30J,TBRI(30),Z(30J,TCOOlI30J,OUMOC150),TleDOl
3e 300) , T lelA! 300} j TIClM(300) ,TIC l I (300), TIFü« 3001, DUM H 600) f DUM2{ 7)
4,SEQSC(30,5),SEQSCL{30,5',SEQSFl(30,5),EXPSC(30,SJ,EXPSClC30,SJ,
SEXPSFl« 30, S) ,DUM3( 600l, SIGSFl (30,5 h SIGlC( 30, 5), SIGlfl« 30,5),
6SIGCC(30,5J,SIGeCl{30,Sl,SIGCFLC30,5J,SIGlCl«30,5),EQCHCI30,S',
1eQCHCU 30,5) ,E QCHFL( 30,5) ,OUM4 (600' , EQMSCl« 30,5), EQMSfl«30, 5"














C READING OF THE NOMINAL TEMP.
C
C DSN NAME Of GATA SET
C OATUM,lEIT DATE,flME
C KOMM fREE COMMENT fOR OATA SET IDENTIFICATION
C NBE NUMBER Of SUBAS S. CAlCUlATED


















201 00 300 II=l,Nl
C
C 11,12,13 INDICES OF THE SUBASS.(FOR TRJHEX SEE LEGGI)
C NZßE NUMBER Df IOENTICAl SUBASSEMßlIES
C NST NUMBER Of PINS IN THE SUBASS.
C NGES NUMBER Of CHANNElS CAlCUlATEO
C KK NUMBER OFAXIAl POINTS
C KUSE POINT Of BlANKfTtNlET
C KCE POINT Of CORE INlEr
C KCA POINT Of COREOUTlET
C KOBA POINT Of BlANKET DUTlET
C GGES,flRT SUBASS.flOW-RATE
C THlQ,TOUr COOLANT OUTLET TEHP.
C l AXIAL ABSCISSA
C




C Xll (ORE AXIAL lENGTH










IFtINltl.{J.NE.KOMMflJ.OR.IN1(2.I).NE.KOHM(ZJJ GO TO 203
K=I
GO TO 204



















DO 300 II := l,HZ
( W )
R
.........-----1 au bblock 2,1
CALL TRIHEX for identif. NTDS
of the zone read from
N'l'DS
K := zone subscript
CHOOSE KKK
for hot channel (blanket




FLRT(K) cool.flow-rate in a subassy.
TOUT(K) := coo Lvavg sout Let; t emp, 11






NUN(NIO) := number of
zones for which this
condition is true
NIO := 1 for active zone
:= 2 for blanket












XNCH( I) = NCH







for r e r , t emp,
CALL ll~TERP for clad





( i t em I. 3•5 )
CALL HOTSPT (Clad)


















291 ADD the expectation














































IF(NGES.NE.2*INST+2» GO Ta 34
c
C CAlCUlATION OF NONNO UND KOMM füR GEOM (SEE GEOM)
C
RE ADt 10) JK, IK, AST AB, ( THtJ) , J= 1, KKh (TWAt J J, J= 1,KK) , t 1"WM (J J ,J= 1 F KK
1), (TWI<J),J=I,KK), ITBRAtJ) ,J=l,KK), (TBRItJl,J=l,KK)
IflNONNA.NE.l) GO TO 37
NCH=l




IFtNPIN.GT.3J GO TO 208
IfiNPIN.EQ.21 GO TO 211
NUNINIOJ=NUN(NIO)+l
NONNA=l




































INDEX Of THE CONSIDEREO CHANNEL
QUANTITY FOR CALCUlATION Of THE NUM8ER Of CHANNElS
IDENTICAL TO JK,IK (NCH)
(GOlANT NOMINAL TEMP.



















2(;7 XNCHIU == flOAHNCHJ
NNCH=NNCH+NCH
IFINWRITE.NE.IJ GO TO 213

































EHCHfU K, IS )=EHCHFl( K, I S)+ENCHfl*FlOAT(NCHJ
CALl HOTSPT« 0,0,0,0 ,K, 15, TH(KeE) .xu., TOTse, EN,SPOTe, EQ,
ITCOOL(KKK),1,CMPEQ,SCHC,EQSIG(3,IS,IJ,ENCHC)
RfMAxI3,IS,I'=TCOOl{KKKJ
EHCHCt KfIS j =EHCHC( K, I S, +ENCHC *flOAT( NCHl
IF (ENCHC+ENCHCl+ENCHFl.lE.PRMINJGO TO 212
1Ft NWR I TE. NE .1 •..uW. I S. EQ. U WR ITEf6, 1034' I, JK, lK, NCH,NP IN, AS f AB











CA LL HOTS At NGES,r S,0 , RTC S«K, I S) ,K, 0, TH«KC E) , SI GSC( K, I S)









2SI GCCI K, I S} ,SIGCCl (K, I Sl ,SlGCFL lK, IS h (QCHC(K, 15) ,EQCHCl. 11(,15», eoc
3Hfl{K~ISJ,EQMSC{KfISlfEQMSClCK.IS.,EQM5FlIK,IS),SEQ5CCK,ISJ,SEQSCL

















63 IF IPlSTABCKUl,KU2,IS)+P2STA8IKUl,KU2.IS).EQ.O.) GO Ta 50







EHCHC (K,lS)= EHCHC (K,ISJ*EN
EHCHCLCK,IS)= EHCHCltK,IS>*EN
EHCHfl(K,IS}= EHCHflCK,IS'*EN






























00 310 l=K, 11























0= TC-( Rrcsr 1 ,J ) +R TMAX« 1, J, I ) +3*SQRH EQS I GU t J, I )+SIGCC« I, J )**2+51"C.
1.*2) )





















IFIILU.NE.l) GO TO 310
WRITE(6,1059J E1STABCI,J',E2STAB(I,J)
310 CONTINUE
WRI TE (6,1055' (EXPEC« 11, 1',1=1,8) ,KOI ,K02, K03, K04, K05,K06, RTCS(KOl
1, K02) 'I RTC LS (K03, K04) ,R TFLS« K05, K06), TC, CRTCL f K03, K04h CRTff K05, KO






CAlL HOTCR 111, K05, K06,Kfl, K, 11,3, PRfl, I lU)
CAll HOTCR(11,K03,K04'1KCl,K,II,2,PRCl,IlUJ













1029 FORMATtlHl,'NOMINAl THERMAL DESIGN',5X,'DATE ',A8,5X,'TIME ',AB/lI
21X,'INFO =',20A41111X,
1, 'All TEMPERATURES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE EXPRESSED IN CENT ..
2DEGREES'IIIIX, 'NOMINAL COOlANT INtET TEMP.=',flO.211Ii
1030 fORMAT(lX,'SUB. INDEX=',3IS)
1031 FORMATI1iil,40X,'lONE ',I2111X,'FlOW RATE =',F10.2,' GRISEC',25X,fiA
IVER.COOLANT OUTLET TEMP.=',f10.2111X,'NUMBER Of SUßCHANNELS CAlCUl
2AIED :',I5,15X,'TOTAL NUMBER Of PINS =',I5111120X,'1.CHANNEL ANAlY
4SIS'III)
1032 FORMATIIX,'NBE=',110}
1033 fORMATe IX, 'KK= ',13,5 X, 'KUBE:' ,13, 5X, 'KCE=' , 1.3, 5X, 'KCA=' t 13, 5X, 'KOB
lA= t , 131/1 )
1034 FORMATilX, 'SUBCHANNEl',I5,' (',13,',',13,' )'"lOX,'NUMBER Of IDENT ..
- 33 -






1039 FORMAT(lX,'HOT CHANNEL CONSIDERED AT OUTLET OF ACTIVE IONE'/II
1040 FORMAT(lX,'HOT CHANNELCONSIDERED AT DUTlET OFAXIAL BLANKET'III
1041 FORMATtlX,'HOT SPOT CONSIDEREO ON THE ClAO OUTER SURFACE'IIJ
1042 FORMAT(IX,'HOT SPOT CONSIDEREO AT CLAOMIOPOINT'/J')
1043 FORMAT« IX, 'HOT SPOT CONSIOEREO ON THE CLAD INNER SURfACE'II.
1044 FORMATlIX,'HOT SPOT CONSIOERED ON THE FUEl OUTER SURFACE'IIJ
1045 FORMAT(1X, 'HOT SPOT CONSIOERED ONTHE SURFAeE OF THE FLJEl INNER eH
lANNEt' In
1046 FO RMAT {40X, 'SUBZONE' ,I 2/30X,' CGOLANT " 20X, , Cl AO 't 20X, ,
IfUEl'/IX,'REFERENCE TEMPERATURES',7X,FIO.2,2120X,FIO.2)/IX,'AT HEl
2GHT (eMi ',14X,FIO.2,2l20X,FIO.2J/IX,'TOTAL STANDARD DEVIAfIDNS',4
3X,FI0.2,2(20X,FI0.2)/IX,'EXPECTEO NUMB.HF HOT SPOTS',13X,2(20X,EIO
4.3)/IX, 'HOT CHANNEL EXPECTATION',6X,EID.3,2(20XyEIO.3J/IX,
l'lOCAL STANO.OEVIATIONS',7X,FIO.2,2120X,FIO.2',IX,'EQUIV.NUMBER OF
2 HOT SPOTS',14X,ZfZOX,FIO.Z"IX, 'CHANNEl STANO.OEVIATIONS',5X,
3FI0.2,Z(20X,FIO.2)/IX,'M-CH-EQ',2X,3«20X,FIO.2)/IX,'S-CH-EQ',ZX,
43t20X,FI0.ZJIIIJ
1048 FORMAT« 40X, 'SUBZON E' , 1211141X,' CGOLANT' ,25X, 'CLAO' , 26X, 'fUEL 'I/IX,
l'REFERENCE TEMPERATURES',11X,flO.Z,2C20X,FI0.2)/lX,'SU8ASS. STAND..
20EVIAT ION', 16X,F10.2,2 (20'1., FIO.Z )/lX,' ZONE SfAND. DEVIAT ION' f 19X,Fl
30.2, 2( 2 OX, f 10.2 J 11 X, 'eORE STANO.DEVI ATION', 19X, FH). 2, 2( 20X, FI0.l) I
41X, 'EQUIV.NUMBER OF CHANNELS',15X,FIO.2,2(20X,FIO.2)/lX,'M-S-~Q',
513X,3{20X,FIQ.2)/IX,'S-S-EQ',13X,3(20X,FIO.Z'/lX,'HOT SPOT EXPECTA
6TION IN A SUBASS.',16X,2(ZOX,EI0.3)/IX,'HOT CMANNEl EXPECTATION IN





1053 FORMAT!' SUMMARY OF HOT ELEMENT EXPECTATION'I' IONE,SU8l. ',9X,~C
100lANT' ,29X, 'C1..AO'.39X,' FUEL'/14X, 'SUBASS. ',6)(, 'CHANNEl ',2(9X, ·SU
2BASS.',6X,'CHANNEL',6X,'SPOT 'lI'
1054 FORMAT(lX,I3,',',I2,4X,2(EIO.3,3XJ,2(4X,3CEIO.3,3X»)
1055 FORMAT(IX,65(2H--',' TOTAL',5X.2(EI0.3,3XJ,2l4X,3(EIO.3,3X)"II' R













III.2 SUBROUT I NE lEGG! (Nl.} B, I CB, ICL,IFL, XLF, XLel,AA, BB"HERR, NWR I TE t NX~
lKCH,KCL,KFL,PRMIH,PRCH,PRCl"PRFL)
C
C SUBROUTINE FOR REAOING THE INPUT tAROS
C
C Nl :NUMBER Of lONES
C Iß =INOEXOF THEFIRST RADIAL BlANKET lONE
C lF «lB.lE.Oi IHERE IS NO RADIAL BLANKET
C ICB =IF( ICB.EO.l) THE HOT CKANNEL IS CONSIOEREO AT AXIAL
C BLANKET OUTlET,ElSEAT ACTIVE lONEOUTlET
C ICL =IF (lCl.EQ.II HOT SPOT ON THE ~LAOOUTER SURFACE
C IF{ICL.EQ.2) HOT spor AT CLAD MIDPOINT
C IF «ICl.EQ..3) HOT SPOT ON THE <:LAO INNER SURfACE
C IFL =IFlIFl.EQ.l) HOT spor ON THE fUEl OUTER SURfACE
C IFlIFl.EQ.2J HOT SPOT ON THE SURFACE Of FUEt INNER CHANNEl
C Xlf =LENGTH OF fUEl HOT SPOT
C XlCL=lENGTH OF CLAO HOT spor
C AA,BB :=ONE DIMENS.ARRAYS -AUXIlARY QUANTITIES
C NERR =ONE DIMENS~ARRAYFOR ERROR MESSAGES
C NWRITE =QUANTITY CONTROLLING THE OUTPUTS.IF.EQ.l ALL NOM.TEMP.ARE
C PRINTEO
C NX =QUANTITY CONTROLLING THE PRINTING Of THE NOM.TEMP.MOOIFIED
C BV THE SYSTEM.FACTORS
C KCIi =IFtKCH.GT.O) THE EXPECT.MAX.TEMP. FOR THE COOLANT IS
C EVALUATEO AS A FUNCTION Of THE CONf.LEVEl
C KCL,Kfl=THE SAME AS KCHFOR CLAD ANO fUEl RESPECTIVELY
C IF IKCL.EQ.2J THE FLOW RATE DISTRIBUTION WILL BE OPTIMIlEO
C PRMIN -=THE INTERMEOATE QUANTITIES ARE PRINTED ONL'f FOR THE
C CHANNElS fOR WHICH THE HOT SPOT PROB. IS.GT.PRMIN
C PRCH, PRCl, PR Fl=PREASS.I GNEO CONF I OENCE lEVEL fORCOOlANT ,CLAO, fUEL
C RESPECT.,GIVEN AS RATIO OF DEVIATION TO STAND.DEV.
C If.lE.O A HOT SPOT FACTOR FOR A SUCCESSIVE ITERATION WIll









8 SSOP(30,5) , SSDFT (30,5), PSDP« 30 f 5), PSOFf (30, S J ,GCt 6),
9 LSO Pi 30, S) ,NER R( 5)
DIMENSION l(30) ,TH(30),TWA(30), TWMC30.,HU(30),TBRAt30),TBRH30)$l
IFlR r r30), TOlJT( 30) ,TenOL« 30 J ,TelA (30), TCUH30) ,TCl H 30., TFO«30),
2Tflf30J,TICOOl(300l,TIClAt300),TIClM(300J,TICLI(300),TIfO(300J,
3 TIFI(300J,lIC300J ,EHCHCC30,SI,EHCHCl(30,S',EHCHfl(30,SJ
COMMON EXP ,CONST ,KOMM( 20), I Ni« 2, 30) ,NUSUH30 h N5,A5Ul (30, S)
COMMON SFC, SFA, SFG, SFF ,SfP, TH,TWA, TWM, TW I ,T BRA, rSR 1, t, TeOOl,
1TCLA, TC lM, TC LI , TFO,TFI, r ICOOL, T IClA, TIelM,TIClI ,TIFO, TI FI,l I, csorc
2,CSOTA,CSOTCl.CSDTG,CSDTF,CSOP,CSOFT.,lSDTC,ISOTA,ZSOTCl,lSOTG,lSOT
3F, S50TC ,.SSDTA, SSOTCl ,SSDTG, SSOU::, PSOTC, PSOT A, PSOTCl ,PSOTG., PSOTF,es
4DTC,lSOTA,LSOTCL,LSOTG,LSOTf,ZSOP,ISOfT,SSDP,SSOfT,PSOP,PSDFT,LSOP














::fREE COMMENT FOR JOß IQENTlfIC4TION
=NUMBER OF BLOCKS OF INPUT CAROS FOR THE UNCERTAINTIES
=NUMBER OF BLOCKS OF INPUT CAROS FOR THE SYSTEM. FAtTORS












C NUMBER OF SUßASSEHBlIES IN THE SUBlONES
C
C II =IONE INDEX
e Il,I2,I3=INOICES OF THE SUBASS.CHARACTERIlING THE ZONE,IN A TRI-
e COOROINATE SYSTEM. THEV ARE TRANSFORMED IN THE TWO NON-REOUNDANT
C INPICES INl,IN28Y THE SUßROUTINE TRIHEX .
C ISZ,NUSUZII)= NUMBER OF SUBIONfS IN THE ZONE I




























11 DO 12 J=1,ISZ
12 NSASUZ(I,JJ=KOMM(J.
20WRlfE(6,lCOS) Il,Il,I2,I3 ,NUSUlCI}, (NSASUZ(I.JhJ=!,ISZJ
WRITEf6,1006J
If(NERRA.GT.Ol STOP








INITIAL VAlUE füR EHCHCl,EHCHFl,EHCHC.SFC,PSOTC








CRSTf =STANO.DEV. Of CRTf




























C SfC =SYSTEMATIC FACTOR FOR COOl.TEMP.RISE
C 5FA =SYSTEMATIC fACTOR fOR COOl.-CLAD HEAl TRANSFER
C SfG =SYSTEMATIC FACTOR fOR FUEl -CLAD HEAT TRANSfER
C SFf =SYSTEMATIC FACTOR FOR INNER fUEl TEHP.OROP
C SFP =SYSTeMATIC FACTOR fOR POWER
C EXP ,CONST=QUANTIH ES FüR CORRElATION BETWEEN COOl.FlOM-RATE ANO
C COOl-CLAO HEAT TRANSFER (SEE HClNT.
C
100 WRllE(6,1014)









































NOTATION FOR THE UNCERTAINTIES
XSDYY
X= C eORE, I ZONE, S SU.BASS. ,P
SI)=STAND. OE V.
YY = TC eOOLANT. TEMP.RISE
TA CLAD-COOL.TEMP.DROP
Tel TEMP.DROP ACROSS THE
TG FUEL-CLAD TEMP.OROP
TF INNER FUEL TEMP.DROP
P POWER
FT FIXED TEMP.
PIN OR CHANNEL. l lOCAl
AT THIS POINT REl.VAlUE
AT THiS POINT REl.VAlUE
(LAD AT THIS POINT REl.VALUE
AT THIS POINT REL.VALUE
AT THIS POINT REL.VAlUE






WRI TE (6, 1022 J









I F (J. EQ. 5 }WRITE(6, 1021)
NJ=J-l
eALl UNCE RI« J, AAfNJ) ,B8(NJ',CCINJ) ,DOINJh EE (NJJ, EfC NJ), GGfNJ) f
INA TA) .
NATQ:=NA TO+NATA
140 WR.I TE (0 t 1006 i















IFCNA3.lT.l.OR.NA3.GT.NZ) GO Ta 141
1Ft NA4.lT.l.0R.NA4.GT.NUSUHNA3)) GO TO 142
IF{PSDTClNA3,NA4).GE.O.O.AND.NBU.NE.l) GO TO 143
CALl PONI (ZSOn:(NA3,NA4) ,SSDTCINA3,NA4) ,PSDTCO-lA3,NA4),lSOTC(NA3,N
1A4),A,B,AA,4)






























181 WRITE( 6,1 028) I, J, ZSOTCI I, J), ZSOTAU, J), ZSOTCl(1, J), ZSOTGI I, J),
1 lSDTfll,JJ,ZSDP{I,J),ZSDfT(I,JJ
GO TO 185
182 WRI TE(6 ,1028) 1, J, SSOTC (I ,J) ,SSOTA( I ,J), SSOTCl( I,JI, SSOTGC I, J),
1 SSOTF( I,J.hSSDPU,J),SSOFTU,J'
GO TO 185
















1001 FORMAT(lHl,55X,'THEORA'IIIIIX,20A41111X, 'NZ=NUMBER OF RADIAL ZONE
15= ',I31/1X,'CIB=',I3,8X,'NBU=',I3,8X,'NBF=',I3,8X,'NBT=',t3,8X.
2 ' I CB= , , I 3 t 8 X, , I Cl = , , 13, 8 X, • 1 f l =" 131' KCH= • , I 3, 8X, 'KCL=', 13, 8X,
3'Kfl=', I3,8X,'NWRITE=',I3,5X,'NX :',13/' PRCH=', F6.3,8X,'PRCl='w
4 f6.3,8X,'PRFl=', F6.3,8X,'PRMIN=·,EIO.3,' 1'//1)
1003 FORMAT(6X,' ZONE INDEX ','SUBZONE NUMBER ',I NSUBI "
16X,'NSUB2',lOX,'NSUB3',lOX ,'NSUB4',lOX,'NSUB5'/}




l1X,' C',16X,' C'I/1X,'FUEl',15X,FIO.2,9X,flO.2,8X,FlO.2 IIX,'ClAO'
2,15X,FIO.2,9X,flO.2,8X, fl0.2 IIX,'COOLANT',31X~FI0.2,8X,FIO.2111)
1009 FORMATC1615J
1012 FORMAT(lX, 'FUEL SPOT lENGTH :',FIO.2,·CM',31X,'ClAO SPOT lENGTH ':
l',FIO.2,' CM'/IX,'COOl.CRITC.TEMP. =',F10.2,' OC',31X,'ST.OEV. =',
29X,f10.2,' OC'/II)
1014 FORMATtlX,'SYSTEMATIC fACTORS',12X,'COOLANT fLOW RATE',5X, 'ClAO-
lCOOl. DT',13X,'GAP DT ',6X,'INNER FUEL or',13X,'POWER'J
1016 fORMAT(35X,4(flO.4,lOX),FlO.411IJ
1020 FORMATCIX,'ST.DEV.',12X,'COOl.T.RlSE',4X,·ClAD-COOl... OT '.3X,
I'CLAO OT '.6X,'FUEL-ClAO OT '.4X,'INT.FUEL OT',6X,'POWER',1X,'FIXE
20 TEMP.' 125X,6(lR.V.',11XJ,' C'/IX~'ZONE',8X,'SU8Z0NE')
1021 FORMAT(16X,7'5X,FIO.4);
1022 FORMAT(lHIJ
1023 FORMAT( IX, I UNCERTAINTIES FOR THE SUBZONES', IX, 1402, '.',11,' _. H
1024 FORMA Ti IX, 'ZONE UNCERTAI NT I ES' 111)
1025 FORMAT(1X,'SUBASSEMBlY UNCERTAINTIES'/llj
1026 FORMATCIX,'CHANNEL UNCERTAINTIES'IIIJ
1021 fORMAHIX, 'lOCAl UNCERTAINTIES'/Ili
1028 fORMAT11Xtll,I8,7{5X~FlO.4)J


















































SUßROUTINE FOR ERROR CHECK
NERR ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY CONTAINING All 0' S IF THERE ARE NO
ERRORS
N NUMBER Of ERRORS TO BE CHECKED
NA IS SET =l,IF AT lEAST ONE ERROR OCCURS
NB IF.EQ.l,EXfCUTION IS STOPPED If AN ERROR OCCURS
DIMENSION NERR(SJ
NA=O
00 10 I =l,N








OTC = UNCERT. ON FlOW RATE
OTA :: t1 n HEAT TRANSFER CLAO ... COOLANT











OP -= n t, POWER
OFT =
"




C REAOING OF AN UNCERTAINTY CARO BLOCK
C

















WR I TE (6 ,1002) N, ( KOMM« NN) ,. NN=l t 10) ,S 02
1002 FORMAT{lX,fTYPEttI5,lOX,10A4.IOX,flO~4'
IFtK.EQ.KG) GO TO 6
READING OF AN UNCERTAINTY CARO
K=KG N=IDENTIFICATION OF UNCERT.TYPE
S02 = STANDARD DEVIATION
RE AO ( 5, 1000) K, N, ( NI ( I J , 1=1,7J
1000 FORMAT(915)






00 2 I = 1,7
2 N2=N2+N l{ I »




3 00 ieo 1=1,7























6 IF(N.EQ.I) GO TO 50
NE RRA=N ERRA +1
NERR=16
WRITEt6,2000JNERR
















































SUBROUTINE FOR MEMORIZtNG THE CRITICAl TEMP. OR THE SYST.FACTORS
AFTER AN ERROR CHECK
M =0 FOR CRIT.TEMP- 1 FOR SYST.fACT.
NERR ARRAV FOR ERROR CHECK
NBF NBT,NBF (SEE LEGGI)
SFA CRSTF,SfA« SEE lEGGIJ
SFG CRTCl,SfG« SEE LEGGI'
SFf CRSTCl,SFF ( SEE LEGGI.
SFP SfP « SEE LEGG1J
NZ NUMBER OF lONES
NAl,NA2 INDEX OF lONES AND SUBIONES RESPECT.









I F «M. E Q. 0' GO ro 80
DO 1 J::l, 5
If (fC(JJ.LE.O.J NERR(5)=13
1 CONTINUE




IF{NA3.LT.l.OR.NA3.GT.Nl) GO TO 121
IF(NA4.lT.l.OR.NA4.GT.NU$UZ(NA31) GO TO 122
I f ( Sf C( NA 3 , NA4' • NE.0 .. ) GO T0 123
















I F «M • EQ. 0) WH I TE« 6 , 1 0 lU




00 12 7 J= 1 t NAA
IF fM.EG.I) WRITE(6,1017) I,J,SFC{I,J),SfAtI,J),SFGII,J),SfffI,JJ,
lSFPII,J)





1011 FORMAT(7X,'lONE INOEX',4X,'SUBIONE INOEX',10X,'FUEL.CRIT.TEMP.·,4X
1, 'ST.DEV.', IOX,'ClAO CRIT.TEMP.',4X,'ST.OEV.'/50X,'OC·,13X,'OC',
2 20X,'OC',12X,'OC'/ )
1013 FORMATI12X,I2,14X,Il,11X,FlO.4,5X,FlO.4,12X,fI0.4,5X,f10.4)
1014 FORMATIIX,'SYSTEMATIC FACTORS',12X,'COOlANT fLOW RATE'.5X, 'H.T.
lClAD-COOl.', 5X,'H.T. FUEL-ClAO ',5X, 'fUEl TEMP .. DROP',llX, 'POW
2ER I)
1017 fORMATt5X,I2,12X,Il,15X,4tFlD.4~lOX),flO.4J




















SUBROUTINE FOR IDENTIFICATION OF THEPINS SURROUNDING A GIVEN
CHA NNEl
N NUMBER OF PINS IN THE FIRST ROW OF A SUBASS~
NP ONE DIMENS.ARRAY CONTAINING THf NUMBER Of PINS PER ROW
Kl,KZ INDICES OF THE CHANNEl
NS NUMBER OF PINS SURROUNDING THE CHANNEL Kl,K2
IPl,JP2 INDICES OF fHE FIRST PIN
IP2,JP2 INDICES OF THE SECOND PIN (SIGNlf. IF NS.GT.l.
IP3,JP3 INDICES OF THE THIRO PIN (SIGNlf. If NS.EQ.3»
COMMON EX,CO,NPI20J
If(Kl.EQ.N.AND.K2.GT.4*N-3) GO TO 40
IFtKl.NE.ll GO TO 10
IP l=Kl
1Ft K2. NE. 1) GO T0 1
JPl:l
GO TO 100








IF(Kl.EQ.2*NJ GO TO 50
IF(K2.EQ.l) GO TO 30
IFtIKl.lE.N.ANO.K2.EQ.2*NPIKl)-11.OR.(Kl.GT.N.AND.K2.EQ.2*NP(Kl}+1
U j GO TO 20
KK=K2/2
IFlfLOAT(K21*O.5.GT.FlOAT(KK)+O.1) GO TO 15
JP1=KK







































50 IF('K2.NE. U GO TO 60
JP1=1
GO TO 100

















C EFFECTS OF THE SYSTEMATIC FACrORS
C
C K : ZONE INDEX
C IS = SUBZONE INDEX
C
C KK=l, IF THE (GalANT TEMP. AT OUTLET INClUOESTHE UPPER BLANKET
C
C NN QUANTITY CONTROLLING THE PRINTING
C
Kl = lOWER BLANKET INtEr ABSCISSA
K2 = ACTIVE CORE INLET " ftK3 - n " "OUTLET ft itK4 = UPPER BLANKET " n u
SFC,SFA,SfG,SFF,SFP = SYSTEMATIC fACTORS AS IN MAIN
rCGOl .- TH IS. MAINJ MOOlfIED BY SYSTEMAT I C FACTORS











" " "TFD = T8RA IV tt n ft ft ft " ft tf .. n " " "TF I = TBRl fI n ft




















C Z = AXIAL ABSCISSA
C
COMMON DUM(262),SfC(30,S),SfAC30,S),SFGC30,5),Sff(30,S),SFPC30,5),






00 1 1=K2, K3









1001 FORMATCIX,'TEMPERATURES TAKING INfO ACCOUNT THE SYSTEMATIC FACTORS
l' flX,' SUBZONE')
00 2 I=K2, K3
























1 FOR ClAD••• 2 FQR fUEl
ICL,IFl (SEE LEGGI)



























IFtIl.EQ.l) GO TO (10,5,9),12
9 TIClItIJ=TClIIJ)
1 F «I 1 • EQ. 1) GO Ta 12
TIFO{ I )=TFOtJ)


























1Ft Il.EQ. U GO Ta l200,2(H.202}, 12
202 OY3=TCLI(M)-TCLItNl
IF(Il.EQ.l) GO Ta 200
OY4=lFO(MJ-TFOlN)











TI COOL« I' =FUN( DZ,Dl32 t Dl21, Ol31, OY 1, rcoot r M), rcooi.t JJ», rcom.on ,
10X)
r IClA (I )=f UN t oz •OZ32 , 0121, OZ31 ,OY2, TCl ACM J , TClA IJJlt Tel A(Nt, OX J
IFtIl.EQ.l' GO TO (10,15,16',12
16 TIClICI)=FUN(OZ,DI32,OZ21,DI31,DY3,TClI(MJ,TClI(JJ),TClItNJ,DXJ
IF(Il.EQ.l) GO Ta 12
TIFO (I)=FUNCOI,OI32,Ol21,Ol31,DY4,TfO(MJ,TfO(JJJ,TFOtNJ,OX)











12 r-r rc cr u i
GO TO 20
13 T=TI FO ( I )
GO TO 20
14 T=TIFI(I)
































FUNCTION FOR CAlCUU\TING THE STANO.DEV. « C ) FROM THE REl ..VAlUE
OF THE UNCERT. AND THE REf.TEMP.
11 O,I,Z FOR COOL.,ClAD,fUEL RESPECT.
IZ ICL,IfL (SEE lEGGU
T COOL.INlET TEMP.
Tl COOL. TEMP.
TZ eUTER CLAD TEMP.
T3 INNER OR MIOPOINT CLAO fEMP.
T4 OUTER FUEL TEMP.
T5 INNER fUEl fEMP.
A TOTAL UNCERT. ON COOL.flOW-RATE
B TOTAL UNCERT. ON HEAT TRANSFER ClAD-COOl..
C TOTAL UNCERl. ON CLAO fEMP. DROP
D TOTAL UNCERT. ON GAP fUEl-ClAD TEMP.DROP
E TOTAL UNCERT. ON INNER fUEl TEMP.DROP
F TOTAL UNCERT. ON fIXED TEMP.
P TOTAL UNCERT .. ON GLOBAL POWER
PLI TOTAL UNCERT.ON LOCAl POWER (FUEl-COOl ..TEMP.DROP)
























III.12 FUNC TIUflJ HCLNTLU
C
C CJR~ELATIGN BETWEEN HEAl TRA~SFER A~D FLOW RATE
C
C A = RATIO CF NOMINALTO DEVIATEO FLC~ RATE
c







III.!} SUBPOUTINE HOTSPT lIl,I2,KK,IZ,K,IS,TCLI,Xl,S,EXPNUM,
lSSPOT,XNSPOT,TClG,NAP,XMCHEQ,SCH,SCHEQ,EXPCHJ
C
C SUBROUTINE FGR CHANNEL ANALYSIS
C
C 11=0 FOR CGOLANT
C 1 FOR CLAo
C 2 FOR FUEL
C 12 ICL,IfL (SEE LEGGI)
C KK KCLAD,KfUEl (SEE MAIN)
C IZ IlCL,IlfL (SEE INTERP.)
C K,IS IONE,SUBlONE INDEX
C TCLI ceOl.INLET TEMP
C XL SPOT LENGTH
C S TOTAL STANo.DEV
C EXPNUM EXPECTED NUMBER OFHOT SPOTS IN THE CHANNEl
C SSPOT lOCAL STAND.OEV. (C.
C XXNSPOT EQUIV.NUMB.Of SPDTS
C TCLO OUfLET COOL.TEMP.(ONlY fOR Il=CJ
C NAP NUMBER Of PINS IN THE CHANNEL
C XMCHEQ MEAN-CH-EQ
C SCH CHANNEL STANO.DEV.
C SCHEQ SIGMA-CH-EQ
















C GROUPING OF THE UNCERTAINTIES
C
SDCC=CSDTC **2+ lSOTC( K, I S) **2+SS0TC( K, I S )**2+PSDTC (K, IS .**2
I F« I 1 8 EQ 8 0 ) GO TO 2
SDTA=SQRTICSOTA**2+lSDTAIK,IS).*2+SSDTACK,IS)**2+PSOTA(K,I5J**2J
SDTAl=SQRT(LSDTA(K,IS)**2+IHCLNTCl.+LSOTCIK,IS))-1.'**2.*5Q




lF(Il.EQ.1) GO TO 2
SDTG=SQRTtCSOTG**2+IS0TG(K,IS'**2+SSDTG(K,IS'**Z+PSDTG(K,IS'**2)
SDTGL=LSOTGIK,lS'*SQ
IFII2.EQ.l) GO Ta 2






























C HOT SPOT EXPECTATIONIEXPNUM)
C













1TC, SOTA ,SDTCl, so rc ,SOfF, SOFT ,soP,a.o,o.o )
SXt!J=SIGMA{Il,I2,TCLI,TICOOlII J,TIClAll J,TITI,TIFOII ),IIFICI l
1,SDTlC,SOTAl,SDTCll,SOTGL,SOTFl,O.O,O.,SOPll,SDPl2)
X=$QRTlCfll**2+SX({J**2)
IF(I.NE.IlJ GO TO 4
































tempo is added to
SDFT
CALL SIGMA for SSPOT




for fuel or clad
ADD its stand. dev.
to SDFT
llJDEX=EXPNUM=XSPOT=O
1---.1 SDPLl local power
uncert. on temp.drop
fuel(clad)~coolant
START from the spot
at max, t emp ,
I = Kl= K2 = IZ
CALL SIGHA SCH
S = X, Q =G(I)
SSPOT =SX(I)
CALL SIGMA G(I) tot.gibb.
CALL SIGMA SX(I) tot.local
X = + Global st.de
"'fes
CHGOSE TITI SDTLC,SDPL2 uncert.
( Mid orinner~~on coolant tempo
clad tempo ) avg. over the length
(abscissa I -inle~
FrG.ga - Flow-Chart of H~TSPT - I
53
~HOOSE TI the opportune
reference temperature
considered
TE = TI for I = IZ
KEEP TR='fICR-TI
~-M 1'--_"-





= 0, SSPOT = 0~----t EXPCH =EXPN for
I=IZ
XSPOT





the numb.of spots at abscis.I
CALL ffiiHS for ~1CHEQ
and SCHEQ
INTEGRATION
1NCREASE I = I + 1
K2 = I
BEGTI\N to decrease















FIG.9b - H~T~PT - 11
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3 IF(I2.EQ.2J GO Ta 8






C FIRST EVALUATION Of XNSPOT




IfIEXPN.LT.l.E-12.AND.I.lE.IZ' GO TO 100
If(EXPN.LT.1.E-12.0R.I.EQ.KKl GO Ta 11
















IFiSSPOT.LE.O.) GO TO 201
IF (EXPNUM.EQ.O.' GO TO 300


















SUBROUTINE FOR SUBASSEMBLY ANALYSIS










1STC ,EHCHC (30,5) ,EHCHCl (30, 5)., EHCHFl (30,5), XXCH,RTMAX, TIC, TIA, TICl























































PROB.THAT AT LEAST ONE HOT SPOT OCCURS
c
C THE CHANNElS ARE URDERED ACCORO!NG TO DECREASING HOT SPOT PROB.
c






XNN= RTMAX( KtI, 11 }-RTMAX (K, I, J)+3.*« eQS IG«K, I, II )-EQS IGe K, t, J) »
IF(K.NE.3) XNN=EQMEANlK,I,II)-EQMEAN(K,I,J' +XNN











IF iK.EQ.3l GO TO 2
TEMP=TICI K, I, I 1)
TICIK,I,II)= TICIK,I,J)
TlCi K, I , J.) =TEM?






IF IK.EQ.IJ GO TO 2









IF IK.NE.l) GO TO 3
TCC{NZ,IJ=TICIl,I,l)
TCAINZ,I)=TIACl,I,l'






IF IJ.GT.IJ GO Ta 11
TM=EQMEANll,I,1 )
XNN=EHCHCL INI, I)









IF (J.GT.l) GO TO 11
TM=EQMEANI2,I,1)





























IF IEQSIGlK,I,l).EQ.O.O.OR.XNN.EQ.O.) GO TO Zl
11 SG{J.=SIGMACM,12,TIN,Tl,T2,T3,T4,TS,A,8,C,D,E,F,P,O.,o.)





























IF (ABC"GE.l,,) GO TO 210










IF IAREA.EQ.O.J GO JO 240
IF{ABS{SUM1/AREA-l.).lE.O.Ol) GO TO 260
SUMl=AREA
N2=2*N2
IF IN2.lT.20(0) GO TO 230
WRITEI6,lOOO) K
FORMAT(lX, 'PRECISION NOT OBTAINEO HOISA K=1, 12'
EXPSUB=AREA
IFIEXPSUB.lE.XNN) GO TO 200
IF{EXPSUB.GT.XNN+l.E-4) WRITEC6,1001J EXPSUB,K










312 If (INDEX.EQ.2) GO Ta 311
EQCH=EQCH-IO.



















COMMON DUMO(82) ,NUSUZ(30),NSASUI(3ih5. ,RTCS(30,,5hRTCLS(30,5J,RTfL
1S( 30,5) ,DUMMl 4747) , SI sccr 30,5) , SIGCCL« 30,5) J SI GCfL (30, S» cf DUMl( 1650
2) ,CRTF t 30 ,5) ,CRSTF (30,5 ),CRTCLt30,5) ,CRSTCL« 30, 5), TC, STC,DUHze 450)
3,XNCH(546) ,EQMEAN(3,5,546),OUM3(16380),EQSIG(3,5,546"DUM4CS460J,
4flRH30),TOUTC30) ,EXPEtZ,lO),TINl
IF lIl.EQ.3) GO TO 200
12=2*11



























SUBROUJINE FOR CORE ANALYSIS
=1 fOR ACTIVE ZONE
=2 FOR RADIAL BLANKET
=3 IF HOTCR IS CAllED 8Y FlOPT
=lONE,SUBlONE OF MAX.HOT SPOT PROB.
If.lT.O ONLY THE HOT CORE EXPECT. IS EVAlUATED
fIRST AND LAST ZONE INO. FOR ACTIVE ZONE OR BLANKET
=1,2,3 FOR COOL.,ClAO,fUEL RESPECTIVElY
=PREASSIGNED CONF.LEVEl
=1 IF THE HOT PIN EXPECTATION MUST BE EVALUATED
C
C CHOISE OF THE QUANTITIES FOR COOl.,ClAD,OR FUEL ANALYSIS
C
200 00 1 I=Kl, K2
NA=NU SU l{ I )
00 1 J=l,NA

















IF CEXPEC.EQ.O.AND.Il.NE.3J GO TO 100
IF (EQSIGIIT,JM,IM).EQ.O.) GO TO 17
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C






















IF(AREA.EQ.O.J GO TO 13
[F (ABS(SUMl/AREA-l ••• lE.C.Ol) GO TO 16
SUM1=AREA
13 N2=2*N2
IF (N2.lT.20aO) GO TO 14













If {IT.GT.l) GO TO 30
X=EXPE( Il,lJ/EXPECIl,2'



















C EVALUATION OF MAX.TEMP. VS CONf.LEVEL
C
EQN=O.
If lEQSIGIIT,JM,IM).EQ.O.) GO TO 102








































1000 FORMATe' PRECISION NOT OBTAINED')
1001 FORMAT(' PROB. Of AT LEAST ONE HOT CHANNEL=', EI4.6111' ON THE AVG
l.i tElO.3, i CORES üüT OF 100 ARE EXPECTEO TO CONTAIN i,FIO.2t
2' SUBASS. HAVING ',FID.Z,' HOT CHANNELS'IIJ)
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lOC2 fORMATe' PROB. OF AT LEAST ONE HOT SPOT=', E14.6/'1' ON THE AVG.'.
lE10.3,' CORES OUT OF 100 ARE EXPECTEO TO CONTAIN' ,FIO.2, t SUBASS.
2HAVING',FIO.2,' CHANNElS WITH',flO.2,'HOT spOTs'r13X,9(lH-),42X,
39(lH-),16X,9l1H-),15X,911H-)III)
1003 FORMATl' APPROX. EVALUATION OF EXPECTEO HAX. TEMPERATURES'II' EOUI
IV. NUMBER OF lONES=·,F8.2,lOX,'M-C-EQ=',f8.2, lOX,'S-C-EQ=·,F8.211




1006 fORMAT(' THE REQUIRED HOT SPOT fACTOR' ,FIO.4,' HAS SEEN ASSUMED IN
1 THE DESIGN'III'
1007 FORMAT (' REQUIREO HOT SPOT FACTOR =' ,flO.4, IOX,' ACTUAL HSF=',FIO.4
11 )
10G8 FORMAT( t THE TEMP. DROPlR.Ef.TEMP-INLET TEMP.=', r iovz, ') CQUlO B
lE INCREASED BV A FACTOR=',FIO.4111.
1009 FORMAT«' THE TEMP.DROP (REF. TEMP-INt.ET TEMP.=',FIO.2, ') MUST BE
IDECREASEO BV A FACTOR=·,FIO.4111)
1010 FORMATtlHl,40X,'HOT CHANNEL'/II)
1020 FORMAT(lHl,40X,'ClAD HOT SPOT'/II'
1030 FORMATlIHl,40X,'FUEL HOT SPOT'III'




SUBROUTINE FOR EVALUATION OF THE MEAN IHM) ANO STANO.OEV. IHS) OF
THE EQUIVALENT NORMAL DISTRIBUT10N OF THE MAXIMUM IN X


















SUBROUTINE fOR FLOW-RATE OPTIMIZA~ION
rcc =REF .COOL. TEMP.
TCA =REF.OUTER CLAO TEMP.
NSUB =TOTAlNUMBER OF SUBASS. IN A ZONE
Fl TOTAL CORE FlOW-RATE
TEM AVG. COOL. TEMP .AT CORE nUTLET
DIMENSICN JM(30) ,OX(30)
COMMON EX,CO,OUMO(80"NUSUZ«30),NSASUZ{30,5),RTCS(30,5).
1RICl S( 30,5) , DUMU 300hSISCl( 30,5) ,OUM2 (2647), SEQSCl«30,5», DUM3( 180
ZO) , S IGCCL ( 30,5) , ABC« 150), SI czci.r 30,5' t DUM4« 1050), EOMSCl (30, 5» t
3DUM5( 6CCh CRTCl(30,5 ) ,CRSTCU30, 5) ,OlJM6(998 ),EQMEAN (3,5,546),
5DUM7 ( 16380 ) ,EQSIG( 3,5,546) ,EQM8« 5460) ,FlRT (30), TOUT« 30 hOUM9( 20.,
5TH1Q, TCC(30,5) ,TCAf30,5hNSUBt30»
















D=CR tci.rt , J )-( RICtS ( I, J J+EQMEANt 2. J,H +3.*SQRT« EQSfG( 2, J., I' +SIGCCl
1( I, J'**Z+CRSTG.L{ 1, J)**2l)
EQSIGt2,J,IJ=SQRT(EQSIG{2,J,I).
C RICS KEEPS THE INITIAL VALUE OF CLAO REF.TEMP.
RTCS< I, J)=RTClSU ,JJ


















DO 1 I = 1,NZ
I = zone subscript
I------ FL = FLRT(I) x NSUB(I)
TEM= FLRT(I) x NSUB(I) x TOUT(I)
CHOOSE the zone at CHOOSE the subzone in I at max. hot
max. hot spot prob. ~ spot pröbability JM(I)
IM DX(I) marginfrom cr-Lt z t emp s a't 36""
1
fI'~SUB ' F~' TOUT j ~;f__~JMjRTCLS=ref.cladt emp, CALL HOTCR to getTEM = T~1/FL the actual value of~ PR (conf.level)avg. out let temp now,active zone and
blanket are not
separated




1 I = 1,NZ U w
r, DX( I)=DX( I) -DX( IM) I7FL,TEM,PR I















FIG •.. 10-- Flow-Chart 0 t Fy6PT
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C EQUALIIATION OF THE HOT SPOT PROB.OF THE SUBASS.AND ITERATION
C















C EVALUATION Of THE NEW FlOW-RATES AND AVG.TEMP.
C











11 WRITEt6,l004j I"OXiIl,RTCLS(i,NAi,fC ,fLRTiIi,TOUT(Ii
TEM=TEM/FL
WRITE(6,l002) FL,TEM,PRI
1000 FORMATCIH1,40X,'FLOW-RATE OPTIMIZATION'///' INITIAL VALUES'//' ZON
lEt ,lOX, 'NSUB',15X, 'FlRT' ,15X,'TOUT',15X,'JMAX',15X, 'RielS"
1001 FORMATCIX,I3,lOX,15,2l10X,FIO.Z),II5,10X,FIO.2)
1002 FORMATCIX,55IZH--)///' TOTAL fLOW-RATE=',E14.6,15X,' AVG. DUTLET T
lEMP.=',F8.Z,15X~'PROB=',ElO.3/////)






IV. Application to the FR 3 reactor core
IV.1 General data
The FR 3 reactor ~~8_7 is a conceptual design of a sodium cooled fast test
reactor. The principal thermal data are tbe following:
sodium inlet temperature
max. linear power
nominal max. clad tempo
(constant in every subassembly)
nominal max. fuel tempo








700 0 c (1 7)
2750 0 c (± 30)
The active zone was divided into 6 radial zones for the thermal nominal
calculations. Each zone was further divided into 3 subzones, in order to
take into account a stady-state burn-up situation. This is accomplished
by assuming different systematic power factors (1, 0.96 and 0.92 respecti-
vely for a 3-zone burn-up fuel cycle). Other systematic factors were
assumed for the coolant flow-rate in a subchannel and for the power due
to deviations on flux profile, provoked by control rod position. For further
details on systematic factors, statistical uncertainties and core design,
see Ref. ~-8_7.
The hot spot was chosen at inner clad andinnerfuel over a length of 1 cm
and 2 cm, respectively.
Alisting of the input cards is given below. As can be seen from the input
cards, evaluation of the maximum temperatures vsthe confidence level 1s
required only for fuel and clad analysis; moreover, for fuel and clad hot
spot a 2 .4e'r confidence level, and optimization of the flow-rate distribution
is required. The intermediate quantities must be printed only for the
channels in which the total hot spot probability is = 0.001.
IV.2 Listing of Input Cards
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REAC TOR FR3
6 0 3 <) 1 0 3 2 0 2 1 0 0
0.0 2.4 2.4 0.001
1 1 3 6 6 6
2 2 3 4 4 4
3 3 3 8 8 8
4 4 3 7 7 7
5 5 3 11 11 11
6 6 3 12 12 12
2. 1. 880. o. 2750. 30. 700. 7 ..
1 1 1
1.14 1. 1. 1. 1.
I 1 2
1.14 1. 1. 1. 0.96
1 1 3
1.14 1. 1. 1. 0.92
1 2 1
1.14 1. 1 .. 1.. 1 ..01
1 2 2
1.14 1. 1. 1. 0.97
1 2 3
1.14 1. 1. 1. 0.93
4 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1
1.14 1. 1. 1. 1.02
4 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2
1.14 1. 1. 1. 0.98
4 3 3 4 3 I) 3 6 3
1.14 1. 1. 1. 0.94
0.8 0.7
1 4 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
1 3 ClAD THERMAL CONDUCTlVnV 0.01
1 5 FUEL THERMAL CONOUCr IVITY 0,,028
1 6 FlUX CONTROl 0.025
1 7 SODIUM INlEl TEMPERATURE 1"
3 1 1 1 2 1 3
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 6 FlUX CAtCUlATION 0.0
3
"
2 n 0 0 n 3 0-' v v
3 1 ORIFICE CAU BRA TI ON 0.015
3 1 PIN OIAMETER(4.7+0.025 lo1M) 0 ..0115
3 6 FUJX (CONTROL ROD) 0,,005
3 6 ENRICHMENT 0.005
3 6 SUBASSEMBLY DISPLACEMENT 0,,005
4 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 0




4 1 PI rCH (5.1+0.C25JMM 0.009
4 6 PIN DIS?lACEMENT 0.01
5 9 1 1 1 1 1 4
5 1 LOCAL PRESSURE DROP 0.04
5 2 H. T. CLAD-NA 0.03
5 3 CLAO THICKNESS 0.01
5 4 H.T. GAP ').12
5 5 FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITV 0.03
5 6 DENSITY 0.018
5 6 ENRICHMENT 0.005
5 6 AXIAL fLUX 0.025
5 6 CLAD fUEl sec ENTR ICITY 0.025
3 2 1 2 2 2 3
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 6 fLUX CAL CUlATID\! 0.01
3 5 2 0 0 0 0 3 0
3 1 ORIFICE CAL I BRArlON 0.015
3 1 PIN DIAMETER{4.7+0.025 MMJ 0.0115
3 6 fLUX {CONTROl ROD' 0.015
3 6 ENRICHMENT 0.005
3 6 SUBASSEMBLY DISPLACEMENT 0.005
4 3 0 C 0 0 1 0
4 1 ACTIVE lENGTH (1/2 PEllET) 0.004-
4 1 PITCH «5 •1 +0.025) MM 0.009
4 6 PIN DISPLACEMENT 0.01
5 9 1 1 1 1 1 4
5 1 tOtAL PRESSlJRE DROP 0.04
5 2 H. T. CLAD-NA 0.()3
5 3 CLAO THICKNESS O.CH
5 4 H.r. GAP 0.12
5 5 FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITV 0.03
5 6 'JENSITV O.tH8
5 6 ENRICHMENT 0.005
5 6 AXIAL FllJX 0.025
5 6 CLAD FUEL ECCENTRICITY 0.025
12 3 1 3 2 3 3 4 1 4- 2 4 :3 5 1 5
2 5 3 6 1 6 2 6 3
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 6 FU.JX CALCULATION 0.02
3 5 2 0 0 0 0 3 0
3 1 ORIFICE CAUßRATION 0.015
3 1 PIN DIAMETERt4.1+0.025 MM) 0.0115
3 6 FUJX «CONTROL ROD. 0.02
3 6 ENRICHMENT 0.(05
3 6 SlJBASSEMBLY DISPLACEMENf 0.005
4 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 0
4 1 ACTIVE LENGTH n/2 PEllEn 0.004
4 1 PITCH «5.7+0.02SJMM 0.009
4 6 PIN OISPLACEMENf 0.01
5 '9 1 1 1 1 1 4
5 1 LOCAL PRESSURE DROP 0.04
5 2 H. T. CLAD-NA 0.03
5 3 CLAO THICKNESS 0.01
5 4 H. r. GAP 0.12
5 5 FUEl THERMAL CONOUCTJV I rv 0.03
5 6 DENSITY 0.018
5 6 ENRICHMENT 0.005
5 6 AXIAL FLIJX 0.025




The outputs presented in the following item are described below. First,
the general data, the critical temperatures and systematic factors are
printed by the program. Successively, the uncertainty cards are printed
as input documentation, (i. e., in the same form assigned to the inputs).
Then the program prints the grouped relative standard deviations in each
zone.
In our example, printing of the nominal temperatures was not required;
therefore, the code prints- for the channels with a total hot spot ex-
pectation greater than 0.001 - the reference temperatures, the expected
number of bot spots in the channel and the probability of the channel
being hot (hot channel expectation), and some other quantities.
Then the code prints the results of the subassembly analysis. The reference
temperatures now refer to the channel - in the subassembly- for which the
hot spot probability is a maximum. This means that they are not necessarily
the maximum temperatures in the subassembly. Moreover, the total hot spot
and hot channels expectations in the subassembly are printed together with
the probability of the subassembly being hot.
Then,(in our case all channels were calculated separately)the hot pin expec-
tation per subassembly is print~d: for instance, if a subassembly of the
first subzone in the first zone has at least one hot spot, there is a
17 % probability that the pin (1,1) (see Fig. 4) has a hot spot.
When all zones have been examined, the code prints the total hot element
expectatien in the cere.
Then the final fuel (clad) hot spot analysis is performed. As a result we
obtain for the fuel that the probability that at least one hot spot oceurs
is 0.32.
If we have a population of 100 cores, we "expect" to find 32 cores in which
an aver~ge of 3.5 subassemblies contain hot spots. Each hot subassembly has
an average of 9 hot pins. Every hot pin is affected on the average by only one
hot spot.
Then the maximum fuel temperature is printed vs the confidence level.
In our case (a total 2.4~confidence level is required), the nominal tempe-
rature drop (inner fuel - inlet coolant) must be decreased by - 6 0/0.
In the case of the clad, the temperature drop (inner clad - inlet coolant)
o

















PRM I N= O.!JO 1'-02
ICL= 3 IFL= 2
ZONE I NOEX SUBlONE NUMBER NSUBI NSUB2 NSUB3 NSUB4 NSJB5
1 I I, 0, 01 3 6 6 6
2 I 2, 0, 01 3 4 4 4
3 I 3, 0, 01 3 8 B B
4 I 4, 0, 01 3 7 7 7
5 1 5, 0, 01 3 11 11 11
6 1 6, 0, 01 3 12 12 12
SPOT LENGTH CRITIC"TEMP. ST.DEV.
CH C C
FUEl 2.00 2750,,00 30.00




SYSTEMATIC FACTJRS CDOLANT fLDW RATE CLAD-COOL. OT GAP OT INNER FUEL OT POWER
lONE INDEX SUBlONE INDEX
1 1 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.000J 1. oaoo
1 2 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9600
1 3 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.000) 0.9200
2 1 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.000) 1.0100
2 2 101400 1.0000 1.0000 1.000) 0.9700
2 3 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 ).930 )
3 1 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.000) 1.020)
3 2 101400 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9800
3 3 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9400
4 1 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.000) 1.0200
4 2 1.140:) 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9800
4 3 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9400
5 1 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.000) 1.)200
5 2 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 O.QBOO
5 3 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9400
6 1 10140) 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.020)
6 2 101400 1.0000 1.0000 1.000) 0.9800
6 3 1.1400 1.0000 1.0000 1.000) 0.9400
CORRELATION BETNEEN HEAT TRANSFER ANOFLOW RATE=FA=FFR**EXP-CONST*EXP *IFFR-l1










































UNCERTAINTIES FOR THE SUßZONES 1,1 - 1.2 - 1.3 -
ZONE UNCERTAINTIES









































































UNCERTAINTIES FOR THE SUßZONES 2~1 - 2,2 - 2,3 -
----------------------------------------------._-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ZONE UNCERTAINTIES








































































UNCERTAINTIES FJR THE StJBZONES 3,1 - 3,2 - 3,3 - 4,1 - 4,2 - 4,3 - 5,1 - 5,2 - 5,3 - 6,1 - 6,2 - 6,3 -
ZONE tJNCERTAINTIES










































































ST.OEV. COOL. T.RISE ClAO-CDOl. DiT ClAO OT FUEL-ClAO OT INT.FUEL OT POWER FIXEO TE~P.
R. V. R.V. R.V. R.V. R.V. R.V. 0
ZONE SUBZONE
1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D O.D 0.0 D.J
1 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O
1 3 0.0 0.:1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. O' 0.0100 0.0
2 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.0
2 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.0
3 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0200 0.0
3 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0200 0.0
3 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.020) 0.0
4 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0200 0.0
4 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0200 0.0
4 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0200 0.0
5 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0200 0.0
5 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0200 0.0
5 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0200 0.0
6 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.OZ)O 0.0
6 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0200 0.0




ST.DEV. COOL. T • RI SE ClA O-COOl. or ClAD OT FUEl-ClAO I)T INT.FUEl OT POWER FIXEO rEMP.
R.V. R.V. R.V. R.V. R.V. R.V.
ZONE SUBZONE
1 1 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.OOH 0.)
1 2 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0087 0.0
1 3 0.01'89 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0087 0.0
2 1 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CI.0166 0.0
2 2 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0166 0.0
2 3 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.OlS!> 0.0
3 1 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0212 J.D
3 2 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0212 0.0
3 3 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0212 ).)
4 1 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0212 0.0
4 2 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0212 0.0
4 3 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.02'12 0.0
5 1 0.0189 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0212 ).)
5 2 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0212 D.O
5 3 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0212 0.0
6 1 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0212 ).0
6 2 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0212 0.0
6 3 0.0189 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. O. 0.0212 O.D
•CHANNEt UNCERTAINTIES
ST.DEV. COOL. T.RI SE CLAO-COOl. DT CLAO DT FUEL-CLAD or INr.FUEL or POWER FIXED rEMP.
R.V. RG V. R.V. R.V. R.V. R.V.
ZONE SUBZONE
1 1 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01)) a, )
1 2 0.009B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 lJ' J.J
1 3 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.JlJJ J.J
l: i e.-(1(}9-8 -0-.-6 (hEl 8.G- -G-.-D- o,&l-J-J ;}..-:J-
2 2 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010: 0.0
2 3 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.OlJO 0.0
3 1 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0100 0.)
3 2 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0100 0.0
3 3 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0100 0.0
4 1 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01)) 0.0
4 2 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.OUO O. )
4 3 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0100 0.0
5 1 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0100 0.)
5 2 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0100 0.0
5 3 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0100 0.0
6 1 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0100 0.0
6 2 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.OlJO 0.0




ST.DEV. COOL.T.RISE CLAD-WOL. ur CLAO or FUEL-CLAO or INT.FUEL OT i>own FIXEO TEMP.
R. V. R.V. R.V. R.V. R.V. R.V. :
ZONE SUBZONE
1 1 0.0400 0.03;)0 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.0400
1 2 0.0400 0.0300 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.0400
1 3 0.0400 0.0300 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.0400
2 1 0.040.0 0.0300 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.0400
2 2 0.0400 0.03:0 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.0400
2 3 0.0400 0.03:0 0.0100 O.t 200 0.0300 0.0400
3 1 0.0400 0.('3;)0 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.04))
3 2 0.0400 0.03:0 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 3.04)0
3 3 0.(;400 0.0300 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.0400
4 1 0.0400 0.0300 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.040J
4 2 0.0400 C. oaco O.OlCO 0.1200 0.0300 0.(4)0
4 3 0.(,400 0.0%0 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.0400
5 1 0.0400 0.0300 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 O. C40 0
5 2 0.0400 0.0300 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.04JO
5 3 0.04ÜO 0.0300 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.0400
6 1 0.0400 C.0300 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.04)0
6 2 0.0400 0.03:;'0 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.0400
6 3 0.0400 0.0300 0.0100 0.1200 0.0300 0.040)
NOMI~AL THERMAL DESIGN
.INFO = - F R 3 -
DATE 07.05.11
CHIMAX = 526. W/CM
TIME 18.51.49
REIHE 1 BIS 6
ALL TEMPERATURES ANO STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE EXPRESSEO IN CEH. DEGHES
NOM.lNAlCOOLANT INUT TEMP.= 230.00
HOTCHANNEl CONSIOEREO AT OUTLET OF ACTIVE WNE
HOT SPOT CONSIOEREO ON THE CLAO INNERSURFACE
HOT SPOT ~ONS10EREO ON THE SURFACE OFTHE FUEL INNERCHANNEL
ZONE
FLOW RATE 12587.62 GR/ SEC AVER.COOLANT OUTLET TEMP.= 507.48
NUMBER OF SUBCHANNELS CALCULATED 258 TOTAL NUMBER OF PINS = 121
I.CHANNEL ANALYSIS
SUBCHANNEL 1 I I, 11 NUMBfR OF {OENT. SUBCHAN. NUMBER oF SPOTS lCASTAB= 0.171 ::j
REFERENCE lEMPERATURES
AT HE IGHT I CMI
TOTAL STANDARD DEVIATIONS
EXPECTEO NUMB.OF HOT SPOTS
HOT CHANNE.l. EXPECTATION
LoeAL STAND.OEVIATIONS








































EXPECTEO NUMB.OF HOT SPOTS
HOT CHANNEL EXPECTATION
LOCAL STANO.OEVIATIONS














































HOT SPOT EXPECTATION IN A SUßASS.































HOT PIN EXPECTATION PER SUBASS.
11 12 CLAO FUEL
1 1 0.0 0.17
1 2 0.0 0.16
1 3 0.0 0.15
1 4 0.0 0.14
1 5 0.0 0.14
1 6 0.0 0.14
1 7 0.0 0.17
2 1 0.0 0.12
2 2 0.0 0.21
2 3 0.0 0.21 ....oo
2 4 0.0 0.21
2 5 0.0 0.21
2 6 0.0 0.21
2 7 0.0 0.21
2 8 0.0 0.14
3 1 0.0 0.10
3 2 0.0 0.17
3 3 0.0 0.18
3 4 0.0 0.18
3 5 0.0 0.18
3 6 0.0 0.18
3 7 0.0 0.18
3 8 0.0 0.17
3 9 0.0 0.10
4 1 0.0 0.08
4 2 0.0 0.13
4 3 0.0 0.15
4 4 0.0 0.15
4 5 0.0 0.15
4 6 0.0 0.15
4 7 0.0 0.15
4 8 0.0 0.15
4 9 0.0 0.13
4 10 0.0 0.08
5 1 0.0 0.06
5 2 0.0 O.ll
5 3 0.0 0.11
5 4 0.0 0.12
5 5 0.0 0.12
5 6 0.0 0.12
5 7 0.0 0.12
5 8 0.0 0.12
5 9 0.0 0.11
5 10 0.0 0.10
n I)t'.,
ACTIVE ZONE
SUMMARV OF HOT ELEMENT EXPECTATION
ZONE,SUBZ. COOLANT CLAO FlJEL
SIJ8ASS. CHANNEL SUBASS. CHANNEL SPOT SUBASS. CHAN"JEL S~OT
1, 1 O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.820E 00 0.583E Jl 0.~25E 01
O~O 0.822E Jl (PINSI
1, 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.502E-Ol O.135E 00 0.153E 33
0.0 0.153E 00 (PINSI
1, 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.442E-03 0.581E-03 O. !>l2E-O.3
0.0 0.611E-03 (PINSI
2, 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.l87E 00 0.107E 01 0.148E 01
0.0 0.l47E 01 (PINSI
2, 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.839E-02 O.219E-Jl 0.2~H-Jl
0.0 0.249E-Ol (PINSI
2, 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.360E-04 0.360E-04 0."03E-04
0.0 0.401E-)4 (PINSI
3, 1 0.0 0.0 0.261E-04 0.787E-04 0.335E-03 0.643E-Ol 0.236E 00 0.326E 00
0.235E-03 0.324E JJ (PINS I
3, 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.211E-02 0.435E-02 0.503E-)2
0.0 0.501 E-n IPINSI
3, 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.)
O.C 0.0 (PINS I
4, 1 0.0 0.0 0.23>IE-04 0.638E-04 0.262E-03 0.11 7E-05 00117E-05 00125E-35
0.190E-03 0.1l7E-05 (PINSI
4, 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.)
0.0 0.0 (PINS I
4, 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
0.0 0.:) (PINSI
5, 1 0.0 0.0 0.539E-04 0.193E-03 0.813E-03 0.0 0.0 O. )
0.575E-03 0.0 (PINSI
5, 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.) --J\D
0.0 0.0 (PINSI
5, 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
0.0 0.0 (PINSI
6, 1 0.0 0.0 0.122E-03 0.722E-03 0.313E-02 0.0 0.0 3.)
0.217E-02 0.0 (PINSI
6, 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
0.0 0.0 (PINSI
6, 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.l' 0.3
0.0 0.0 (PI NSI
---.------_.. -------------.---.-.----------.-_._-------------------.----------------.---.-.----.------------------------------------
TOTAL 0.0 0.0 0.22';E-03 0.106E-02 0.454E-02 0.113E 01 0.729E 01 Oolon J2
REFER. ZONE 6, 1 6, 1 1, 1
REFER.TEMP. 580.41 609.29 2407.68
eRIT. TEMP. 880.00 700.00 275).00
M-Z-EQ 18.03 32.10 299.73
$-1.- EQ 10.92 11.15 33.56
FUEL HOT SPOT
PROB. OF AT LEAST ONE HOT SPOT= 0.323B80E 00
ON THE AVG. 0.324E 02 eORES OUT OF 100 ARE EXPECTEO TO CONTAIN 3.50 SUBASS. ~AVt~G 6.44 CHANNELS WIT~ 1.40 ~OT SPOTS
AVERAGE HOT SPOTS PER PIN= 1.00 HOT PINS PERSUBASS.= 9.00
APPROX. EVALUATION OF EXPECTEO ~AX. TEMPERATURES







0.50E 00 IO.OSIGMAI 0.500000E 00 2712.34
O.:31E 00 10.5SIGMAI 0.691460E 00 2750.70
0.16E 00 tl.OSIGMAI 0.841342E 00 2789.06
0.67E-Ol 1l.5SIGMAI 0.933190E 00 2827.43
0.23E-O 1 12.0SIGMAI O.911248E 00 2865.19
0.62E-02 12.5SIGMAI O.993790E 00 2904.16
0.14E-02 13.0S1GMAI O.998650E 00 2942.52
O.23E-03 (3.5SIGMAI O.999767E 00 2980.88
o .32E-04 I 4.0S IGMA I O.9999bBE 00 3019.25
REQUIRED Hor SPOT FACTOR = 1.2307 ACTUAl HSF= 1.1572
g>
THE TEMP.OROP IREF. TEMP-INlET TEMP.= 2177.681 MUST BE DECREASEO BY A FACTOR= 1.0635
CLAD HOT SPOT
PROB. Of AT LEAST ONE HOT SPOT: 0.224637E-03
ON THE AVG. 0.225E-Ol CORES OUT OF 100 ARE EXPECTED TO CONTAIN 1.00 SUBASS. HAVI~G 4.71 CHANNELS WITH ~.29 HOT SPOTS
AV ERAGE HOT SPOTS PER PI N; 1.43 HOT PINS PER SUBASS.= 14.09
APPROX. EVALUATION OF EXPECTEO '1AX. TEMPERATiJRES







0.50E 00 10.OSIGMAI 0.500000E 00 649.58
O.31E 00 (0.5SIGMAI 0.691"60E 00 656.39
0.16E CO 1l.0SIGMA) 0.84U42E 00 663.21
0.67E-OI 1l.5SIGMAI O.933190E 00 670.02
0.23E-Ol (2.0SIGMAI O.977;!48E 00 676.B3
0.62E-02 (2.5SIGMAI O.9931'90E 00 683.65
0.14E-02 (J.DSIGMAI 0.998650E 00 69C .46
0.23E-03 13. 5SIGMAI 0.9991'67E 00 697.21
0.32E-04 (4.0SIGMAI 0.99996BE 00 704.09
REQUIREO HOT SPOT FACTOR = 1.2031 ACTUAL HSF= 1.2391 g>
THE TEMP. DROP (REF.TEMP-INLET TEMP.= 379.29) COULD BE INCREASEO BV A fACTOR; 1.0299












































TOTAL FlOW··RATE= 0.142131E 07 AVG. DUTlET TEMP.= 513.21 PWf\= 0.291E-03
FINAL VAlUES
ZONE OX RTClS FC FlRT TOUT
1 31.36 631.59 1.0957 11488.55 534.02
2 23.48 627.79 1.0103 11105.00 529.41
3 1.48 609.90 1.0044 10984.78 509.81
4 2.10 610.93 1.0061 9776.98 510.94
5 -1.41 607.16 0.9960 8639.09 515.98
6 ~4.50 604.79 0.9811 8352.52 518.82
TOTAL FlOW-RATE= 0.139479E 07 AVG. OUTLET TEMP.= 518.65 PROB= 0.260E-03
fG'
At last, the data on flow-rate optimization are printed. In the FR 3-core
it is possible to increase the outlet coolant nominal temperature fram
#J 513 0 c to 518 0 c. Naturally, this is not important for a test reactor;
it was calculated only as an example.
For the FR 3-core, the thermal design appears to be highly reliable as far
o
as the clad is concerned. For the fuel, however there is a 32 /0 probabi-
lity that hot spots occur in ~ 32 pins. Since hot spot occurrences in the
fuel do not necessarily provoke pin failures, the failure expectation is
even lower; therefore, such a design appears to be adequately reliable.
(Other causes, such as pin fabrication defects, according tooperation expe-
riences cause larger failure rates).
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V. Further Analysis
V.I Inf1uence of the different groups of uncertainties
In order to assess the inf1uence of the different groups of uncertainties
on the hot element expectation, the THEDRA-code wasapplied to the F~ 3
reactor core, considered at item IV.3, for 4 different cases:















oIn all cases, the fo110wing assumptions were made: for the power a 7 /0
o
standard deviation, as critica1 temperatures 2750 and 700 C for fue1 and
c1ad, respective1y, and standard deviations of critica1 temperatures equa1
to zero.
The resu1ts are given in Tab1e N. 1.
Tab1e N. 1 Hot Element Expectations out of 100 Cores
Expect. total number hot spots hot pins hot subassy. hot cores uncer-
of hot spots per pin per subassy. per core tainty type
--- --- --- --- ---
100a1
905 3.1 3·0 1.4 71.0 channel
C1ad
905 9·0 77.0 1.0 1.3 subassy.
I 905 9.0 77.0 41.2 0.032 I cor-e
Expect. hot spots hot channeLsper channe per subassy.
30.300 1.1 13·2 21.3 100 10ca1
Fue1 33.200 23 1.7 8.4- 100 channe1
I 33.200 23 :1 93.0 1.0 16.0 subassy.




As already stated, the expectednumber of hot spots turns out to be always
the same. (For the local uncertainties it must be considered that the local
power uncertainty was averaged for the coolant temperature over the channel
olength: therefore, it is slightly lower than 7 /0 in reality for the fuel,
where the most important temperaturedrop is th~tbetween inner fuel- and
clad; and it is verylittle for the clad where the most important tempera-
ture drop is just the coolant temperature rise).
What is different is only the distribution of the hot spots ampng the seve-
ral channels, subassemblies and cores. From Table N. 1 it turns out clear
that a local uncertainty tends to provoke a few hot spots in many char~els,
subassemblies and cores. A channel uncertainty tends to provoke a few hot
channels but with many hot spots, in many cores; and finally a core uncer-
tainty will provoke many "hot subassemblies" in one core in an extremely
improbable case. Moreover, the distribution of the hot spots within a sub-
assembly should be the same, both if only a core uncertainty is present
and if only a subassembly uncertainty is present, since both cases have the
same effects as far as only a subassembly 1s considered.
As a consequence, local uncertainties provoke "small" fa1lures more fre-
quently, whereas global uncertainties provoke "total" failures in very rare
cases.
(It should be noted that the in-core instrumentation can better measure
global quantities, such as subassembly coolant outlet temperature or core
outlet temperature, than local ones, such as channel temperatures.
Therefore, during reactor operation "total" failures can be avoided for
better than local ones by opportune actions of the safeguards system).
V.2 Pin failure expectation
The THEDRA-code already furn1shes the expected number of p1n failures in
the two follow1ng aases:
a) the distribution of failures vs operating temperature is anormal
one
b) the failure distribution is not normal; but its st~~dard deviation
15 small wi~h respect to the temperature uncertainties, so that the
sum of both distribution 1s approximatively normal.
In both cases, in fact, it is sufficient to assign the critical temperatures
as normal distributions by defining their nominal values and standard devia-
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tions. (CRTF, CRSTF etc. see item II.3). In the code it is possible to
take into account different critical temperature distributions for each
subzone.(They are assumed to be constant within a subassembly.) This
allows the designer to take into account the actual operating conditions
of the different subassemblies, e. g., burn-up, mechanical stresses, tem-
perature fields etc.,and their effects on the failure temperature distri-
bution.
However, even if conditions a) - b) are not satisfied, the THEDRA-code
offers the designer the possibility to obtain the failure expectation as
it will be shown by the following considerations.
By sueeessive applieation of THEDRA it is possible to get the distribution
of the number of pins exceeding a certain temperature vs this temperature.
In this ease, the standard deviations of the eritical temperatures (CRSTF,
CRS'lCL, CRS'lC) should be set equal to zero and the temperatures CRTF,
CR'lCL and CR'lC have no longer the signifieance of "eritical" temperatures
but that of temperatures "exeeeded".
For instance, Table N. 2 givessueh a distribution in the caseof the FR 3
o
reactor core, subJected to apower channel uncertainty of 7 /0.
Table N. 2 Number of elements, whose clad temperature exceeds
a certain value. (In 100 cores)
Temperature Total number Total number Hot pins Hot subassy. Hot cores0
of hot spots of hot pins subassy.exceeded C per per core
680 15,700 4,320 3·5 12.4 100
690 3,990 1,192 3.1 3·9 98
700 905 291 3 1.4 71
710 182 63 3 1 21
720 32 12 3 1 4
730 5 2 3 I 1 0.6
Let us assume that the elad failure distribution vs temperature Pf <er ) is
constant for each sUbassembly.
Itis clear that, if this condition is not satisfied, the analysis should
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be repeated for each subzone, takinginto account the data provided by
THEDRA for the subzones ,
Pf ( ~ ) is assumed to be the probability that the clad fails if a spot -
of the size assumed - is at a temperature ill. {t , during its nominal opera-
tion time. This distribution should by obtained by suitable experiments.
In this example we assume that Pf( {f) is a rectangular distribution within
the temperatures 680 and 730 0 C (see Fig. 11).
From the Table N. 2, it 1s possible to obtain the number of spots and pins
whose temperature falls within a given interval. This distribution is
shown in Table N. 3.
Table N. 3 Number of hot spots and hot pins vs temperature
Temp. interval o C Number of spots Number of pins
680
- 690 11,710 3,128
690 - 700 3,085 901
700 - 710 713 2,38
710 - 720 150 51
720
- 730 27 10






Since in most praetical cases, as we have shown at item V.I, the loeal un-
certainties have a negligible influenee for clad hot spot occurrenees, a
pin whose maximum temperature have exceeded 720 0 C (for instance), must
. 0
necessarily have some spots at temperature between 680 and 720 . C. The
number of these spots can be easily calculated by dividing the number of
spots at temperatures within 6~0 and 690 0 C for the number of pins
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Analogously for the other temperature intervals, we get the average
situation of Table N. 4.
Table N. 4 Average hot spot expeetation
ns(i)
number of avg. number of spots per pin in the tempo interv.
pins 680 - 690 690 - 700 700 - 710 710 - 720 720 - 730 PrNp (J)
3128 2.7 - - - - 0.247
901 2.7 2.6 -
-
- 0·702
238 2.7 2.6 2·5 - - 0.950
51 2.7 2.6 2·5 2.4
-
0.997
10 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.2 ~ 1
2 aeeording with our assumption are with eertainty 1
failed
Sinee a failure ean initiate in any spot, the failure probability for a pin
1s given by:
and the total pin failure expeetation E 1s g1ven by
Where i, j, Np, n are defined in Table N. 4 and Pf in Fig. 11. In our ease,
s
by substituting the numerieal values we obtain E = 1696.
As it was shown, onee Pf(~) is given for every subassemblies according to
their operating conditions, THEDRA allows the designer to get the pin
failure expectation value, and therefore, to optimize the core thermal
design according to the well known minimum global cost criteria. ~-See,
for example, Ref. 9, 10_7.
-~-
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